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Abstract

How humans are able to learn and memorize is a long-standing question in science.

Much progress has been achieved in recent decades to answer this question but the are

still many open problems. One of these problems refers to the human ability to learn

several tasks in sequence without forgetting.

In neuronal networks learning can interfere with pre-existing memories when the net-

work is engaged in continual learning. The interference is particularly pronounced if, for

instance, similar sensory stimuli require different responses depending on the context.

Unlike in humans, this can lead to a memory loss termed catastrophic forgetting. To

avoid interference and its fatal consequences, only a subset of synaptic weights should

be consolidated. In this work we propose as computational model which performs

selective consolidation by incorporating the synaptic tagging and capture hypothesis.

This hypothesis, well grounded by experimental evidences, claims that synaptic consol-

idation requires both a synaptic-specific tag and diffusible plasticity-related proteins.

We show that synaptic tagging and capture can be modeled by two classes of synaptic

processes acting on different time scales. The two classes, characterized whether pro-

tein synthesis is required, are represented in our model by two synaptic components

interacting with each other.

With our approach we demonstrate that synaptic consolidation can not only dimin-

ishes the problem of catastrophic forgetting during continual learning but also enables

fast learning through strongly changing synaptic strengths during the early phase of

long-term potentiation. The model reproduces various experimental observations on

synaptic tagging and cross-tagging. It also explains why learning in psychophysical

experiments is hampered when different types of stimuli are randomly intermixed.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Curiosity is always the first step in solving a problem.

— Galileo Galilei

1.1 General introduction

On a hot summer day in Bern crowds of people meet at the river Aare to stroll along

the banks, to take a refreshing swim or lie down in the sun to reflect on the impressions

of the day. While we do not consider any of these actions particularly challenging,

all of them would be impossible to perform without the human ability to learn and

memorize.

Without this ability, we would be restricted to innate behavior, incapable of ac-

tive decision making and acquiring new knowledge. Some animal species without the

physiological prerequisites to learn are able to swim, for example sponges, but they are

strongly restricted in their diversity of actions.

This thesis addresses the question how humans and animals learn and memorize

from a computational perspective. In particular, we focus on the problem of continual

learning, i.e. learning in multiple subsequent contexts. In each context, a similar but

not identical task has to be learned. Given the natural occurrence of continual learning

1
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situations, the underlying learning mechanism is of particular interest to be studied.

The desire to understand how we learn is not only motivated by the quenching

thirst for knowledge but can also help in the future to improve teaching methods, the

treatment of learning disabilities and artificial intelligence. The study of learning and

memory is therefore one of the core topics of neuroscience. In the next subsections

we give a brief overview of how it fits in the research spectrum of neuroscience in

general and computational neuroscience in particular. The subsequent parts of the

introduction aim to provide the prior knowledge necessary to understand the scientific

results of our work. A detailed description of the aim and hypothesis of our work is

discussed in chapter 2, followed by the presentation of the main scientific results in

chapter 3. Chapter 4 concludes this thesis with an outlook and proposals for future

studies.

1.1.1 Neuroscience

Neuroscience is the scientific research area in which the structure and function of the

nervous system is studied. It is traditionally classified as a subfield of biology but

nowadays combines many more disciplines such as psychology, computer science, math-

ematics, philosophy and physics. Questions asked by neuroscientists can span a broad

range of interests, for example:

• What is the biological basis of consciousness?

• Why do we dream?

• What is the neural basis of mental diseases?

• How are our memories stored and retrieved?

In vertebrates, the nervous system is composed of two main parts, the central nervous

system and the peripheral nervous system. The most complex part is the brain which,

together with the spinal cord, forms the central nervous system. The primary cell types

found in the brain are neurons and supportive glial cells. The anatomical structure of

neurons is diverse but typically consists of a cell body (soma), dendrites and an axon.

Neurons transmit information by conducting electrical and chemical signals. To pro-

cess information, it is essential that signals are transferred from one neuron to another.

This happens at synapses, a structure where the signal-emitting neuron (presynaptic

neuron) is close to the membrane of the target neuron (postsynaptic neuron). Two
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Figure 1: Various types of neurons exist. Most of them have a cell body (soma), dendrites
and an axon.

fundamentally different types of synapses are known: chemical synapses, where signal

transmission happens by releasing and binding of neurotransmitter, and gap junctions,

which are capable of passing an electric current. Often synapses connect the axon of

the presynaptic neuron with a dendritic spine of the postsynaptic neuron, though other

points of contact also exist (Pereda, 2014). The human brain contains around 1011

neurons with a total of 1014 synaptic connections (Squire and Kandel, 2009). On av-

erage, these are on the order of 103 synapses per neuron, though this number changes

strongly between different neuron types and varies with the individual’s age.

The complexity of the brain forces scientist to study processes on a wide range of

length scales. On the smallest scale, the molecular level, the interaction of ions, proteins

and neurotransmitters is studied. On a larger scale, scientists investigate synapses and

transmission of action potentials in neurons. Neurons form assemblies which play an

important role for sensory processing, learning and memory. Here, knowledge about the

connectivity of neurons and integration of neural signals can shed light on functioning

of the brain. At the largest scale, larger parts of the brain and the interaction of brain

areas are studied to understand neurological diseases, behavior or consciousness.

1.1.2 Computational neuroscience

Computational neuroscience is an interdisciplinary field which focuses on mathemat-

ical models and theories of neural structures and processes to address neuroscientific
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questions. It incorporates and describes results of experiments and makes predictions

for new experiments.

Models can describe a wide range of structures, e.g. synapses, neurons or neural

networks. These models are often evaluated in computer simulations due to their

complexity. Although models represent the nature in a simplified and incomplete way

they are essential to detect relations which would not be visible by a looking either at

the whole system or at isolated structures. They help us to formulate new hypotheses

and to strengthen the scientific knowledge.

To avoid the risk of oversimplification many scientists consider so-called bottom-

up models, i.e. models which describe a small system in a precise way and result in

predictions for a larger system. In contrast, top-down models start from a higher level

principle such as reward maximization from which one can derive predictions about the

underlying mechanisms (Gerstner et al., 2012).

Both approaches have in common that they bridge the gap between multiple length

and time scales while experiments, restricted by technical capabilities, often only look at

processes at one particular scale. With models, we can combine findings and predictions

from different levels of abstractions.

1.1.3 Learning and memory

Learning is the process of acquiring knowledge and skills while memory is the expression

of what has been acquired (Kazdin, 2000).

Over the last decades, scientist have discovered many different memory systems in

the brain. They differ from each other by having different time spans and by encoding

different kinds of information. Roughly, one distinguishes between short-term memory

and long-term memory. Short-term memory, albeit imprecisely defined, normally refers

to memories which are only maintained temporarily. This includes the working memory,

which has a limited capacity of around four items and a life time on the order of a few

seconds (Baddeley, 2003). Short-term memory can also refer to memories which last

for several hours. Since memories can be perturbed during this time they need to be

consolidated to become stable (Squire and Kandel, 2009). Memories which last hours

to months belong to the category of long-term memory (McGaugh, 2000).

Long-term memory can be broken down into explicit memory and implicit memory.

Explicit memory, or declarative memory, is available to our consciousness. It can be

further divided into two types: semantic memory, which stores general knowledge like
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facts, ideas or concepts, and episodic memory keeping track of specific personal expe-

riences. In contrast to the explicit memory is the implicit or nondeclarative memory,

acquired and used unconsciously. One form of the implicit memory is the procedural

memory, i.e. the encoding of certain motor skills (McClelland et al., 1995).

An important structure for explicit memories is the hippocampus (Eichenbaum,

2001) while implicit memories are hippocampus independent (Squire et al., 1992). In-

vertebrate animals likely only have implicit memories due to the lack of a hippocampus

(Squire and Kandel, 2009). The hippocampus is not only important for learning and

memory but also for spatial navigation (O’Keefe and Nadel, 1978) and the reward

system (O’Neil et al., 2015).

How memories are formed is one of the big questions in biology. There is strong ev-

idence that learning happens by changing the synaptic strength (Takeuchi et al., 2014)

but many questions remain to be answered. Do short-term and long-term memory

act independently or is information transformed from short-term memory to long-term

memory? What triggers the formation of stable memories? Why do we forget certain

information?

These questions have fascinated me during my PhD time. On the following pages I

will present some answers I found. The core result, a computational model for learning

and memory, contributes to a better understanding of learning and memory. The model,

which performs learning based on reward-signals, uses experimental data from animals

and humans and makes new testable predictions about learning and its physiological

basis in neural circuits.

1.2 Neurobiological basis of synaptic plasticity

1.2.1 Historical notes on synaptic plasticity

Compared to other field of science, neuroscience is a rather young field of research

with little comprehension till the late 19th century. Exemplary is the reticular theory

proposed by German anatomist Joseph von Gerlach in 1871. He claims that everything

in the nervous system is a single continuous network (von Gerlach, 1871). The theory

was well accepted by the scientific community and strongly supported by the later

Nobel laureate Camillo Golgi (De Carlos and Borrell, 2007).

The reticular theory was disputed among others by the Spanish pathologist Santiago
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Ramón y Cajal. In his lecture delivered to British Royal Society in 1894, he showed

that the nervous system is made up of many separate neurons (Jones, 1994). Besides,

he suggested that neurons communicate with each other over special junctions, which

are nowadays called synapses (Jones, 1994). For this research Santiago Ramón y Cajal

received the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine. The existence of synapses could

only be proven in the 1950s when individual synapses could be observed with electron

microscopes (De Robertis and Bennett, 1955; Palay, 1956).

A major impact on neuroscience research had the publication of the book The Orga-

nization of Behavior by the Canadian psychologist Donald Olding Hebb in 1949 (Hebb,

1949). Hebb postulated that if two neurons are near enough and the activity of one

neuron leads to repeated or persistent firing of the other neuron, that some changes

take place in one or both neurons such that the efficiency between the two neurons

is increased. The theory often gets summarized by the phrase ‘What wires together,

fires together’, although the phrase is imprecise since it misses the temporal aspects

of Hebb’s theory. Hebb did not have any experimental evidence for his postulate; it

was a pure theoretical conclusion from the consideration that such a mechanism would

stabilize specific neuronal activity patterns in the brain. We know nowadays that many

synapses show Hebbian-like plasticity but also synapses with different characteristics

can be found, so-called anti-Hebbian (Tzounopoulos et al., 2004) and non-Hebbian

synapses (Kossel et al., 1990).

Two decades after the influential publication of Hebb, Terje Lømo and Timothy

Bliss discovered long-term potentiation (LTP) (Bliss and Lømo, 1973). They stimu-

lated presynaptic neurons in the perforant pathway of rabbits and recorded the response

in postsynaptic neurons of the dentate gyrus. As expected, a single electrical pulse ap-

plied to the presynaptic neuron caused an excitatory postsynaptic potential (EPSP) in

the postsynaptic neuron. New was the observation that the EPSP could be enhanced

if he first delivered a high-frequency train of stimuli to the presynaptic neurons. This

is a proof that the strength of a synapse can be modified, i.e. synapses are plastic.

Nowadays we know that among others the strength of the stimuli and the ability to

synthesize proteins determine whether the EPSP is enhanced persistently, temporar-

ily or not at all (Frey and Morris, 1997, 1998a,b). While an EPSP makes a neuron

more likely to generate a spike, also inhibitory postsynaptic potentials (IPSPs) can be

observed, which make a neuron less likely to generate an action potential (Curtis and

Eccles, 1960).
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The counterpart of LTP, long-term depression (LTD), was discovered a few years

later. LTD is an activity-dependent reduction in the strength of synapses and can be

induced by low-frequency stimulation (Dunwiddie and Lynch, 1978; Dudek and Bear,

1992).

Hebb’s postulate was extended by the observed process of spike-timing-dependent

plasticity (STDP). STDP does not only depend on the correlation between pre- and

post-synaptic activity but also on the respective timing. It was first postulated in a

modeling study (Gerstner et al., 1996) and experimentally confirmed in neocortical and

hippocampal neurons during the 1990s (Markram et al., 1997; Bi and Poo, 1998). In

STDP experiments, two connected neurons get stimulated with varying interstimuli

times. As predicted by Hebb, LTP is observed if the post-synaptic neuron fires after

the pre-synaptic neuron. Contrary, and not mentioned by Hebb, is the observation of

LTD if the pre-synaptic neuron fires after the post-synaptic neuron. The shorter the

time interval between pre- and post-synaptic activity is, the stronger the effect of LTP

and LTD, respectively. However, not all cell types show the same response. In other

experiments using the same stimulation protocol but done in cerebellum-like structures,

an inverted STDP curve can be found (Bell et al., 1997).

Synaptic plasticity as the basis of learning and memory

Besides the histological findings, Santiago Ramón y Cajal proposed a theory for learn-

ing in 1894, which is now called the synaptic plasticity hypothesis. It claims that the

strength of a synaptic connection can be modified by neural activity and further sug-

gested that these plastic connections could be the basis of learning (Squire and Kandel,

2009). Cajal’s theory was to a great extent confirmed by subsequent scientific findings.

The first experimental evidence for the hypothesis emerged in 1970 by Nobel laure-

ate Eric Kandel and his colleagues who were able to identify cells responsible for the

gill-withdrawal reflex in the sea slug Aplysia (Castellucci et al., 1970). Performing in-

tracellular recordings from these cells, while habituating the animal to the reflex, they

measured profound depression in the EPSP.

This finding strongly contributed to the comprehension of neuroscience, however, it

does not establish a causal link between learning and synaptic changes. To prove the

synaptic plasticity hypothesis, it was necessary to show that the suppression of plasticity

impairs the learning process. This was done in pharmacological studies by blocking

certain receptors, in molecular-genetic studies by knocking-out certain receptors or by
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optogenetic modifications of neurons. The ultimate proof for the hypothesis is to induce

memories by artificially changing synaptic strengths (Takeuchi et al., 2014).

1.2.2 Synaptic plasticity and time scales

The discovery of LTP and LTD raised the question which molecular processes are

underlying the increase and decrease of EPSPs. Nowadays we know that the synaptic

strength, or more technically synaptic weight, can be modified by various mechanisms

acting on a wide range of time scales, thereby change the amplitude of EPSPs and the

probability of spike generation.

Synaptic plasticity on the time scale of hundreds of milliseconds to seconds is termed

short-term plasticity (Stevens and Wang, 1995; Markram and Tsodyks, 1996; Abbott,

1997). On chemical synapses, neurotransmitters are released on the presynaptic site

to forward a signal to the postsynaptic site. The strength of the forwarded signal

depends on the amount of available neurotransmitters and on the probability that

neurotransmitters are released. Both factors may change during the signaling process

leading to opposing effects. On one hand, the pool of available neurotransmitters

depletes which causes a depression of the weight (short-term depression). On the other

hand, spike generation leads to an influx of calcium into the axon terminal increasing

the release probability of neurotransmitters and thus increases the synaptic weight

(short-term facilitation). Both modifications are only temporary; without continued

presynaptic activity, the synaptic weight quickly returns back to its baseline value.

In contrast, so called long-term plasticity gives rise to synaptic changes lasting min-

utes or more. It can be separated into an early phase of long-term plasticity (early

LTP and early LTD) which lasts less than three hours and a late phase of long-term

plasticity (late LTP and late LTD) beginning after one to three hours and lasting for

ten hours or longer (Frey et al., 1993). The two phases can be distinguished by block-

ing protein synthesis. In that case, only early LTP/LTD is expressed while the late

phase cannot be seen. In many experiments it is additionally observed, that synaptic

strengths change rapidly during the early phase while changes are much slower during

the late phase.

Various processes can contribute to long-lasting changes. Early LTP, mainly associ-

ated with protein synthesis independent processes, can originate by synaptic incorpo-

ration of additional AMPA receptors (Hayashi et al., 2000; Redondo and Morris, 2011)

and an increase of neurotransmitter release (Kullmann and Nicoll, 1992). Moreover,
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changes in the numbers of synaptic vesicles and their distribution leads to early LTP

(Lynch, 2004). Contrary, processes contributing to late LTP are protein synthesis de-

pendent, often leading to morphological changes. At Schaffer collateral synapses in

the hippocampus, for example, late LTP is associated with a long-term enlargement

(Masanori et al., 2004) and late LTD with a shrinkage (Zhou et al., 2004) of dendritic

spines. In addition, increase in spine numbers contribute to the late phase (Lynch,

2004).

1.2.3 Consolidation

Experiments showed that initially after formation, memories are fragile and need to be

consolidated to become persistent (Brashers-Krug et al., 1996). Consolidation processes

can happen both on the system and on the synaptic level (Dudai, 2004).

On the system level, the significance of consolidation could be observed from the

behavior of Henry Gustav Molaison, formerly known as patient H.M. (Viola and Mon-

cada, 2014). Part of Molaison’s medial temporal lobe was removed in a surgery to

alleviate epileptic symptoms. After the surgery, Molaison lost the ability to form any

factual long-term memories. Moreover, memories formed relatively close before the

surgery were impaired while childhood memories were not. This is evidence that older

memories do not rely on the medial temporal lobe while newer memories do (Corkin,

2002). Generally, we can say that system consolidation is a reorganization process

where memories dependent on the hippocampus and associated cortices become in-

dependent of the hippocampus. The transfer may happen during replay events while

sleeping and can last from weeks to years (Dudai, 2004; Frankland and Bontempi, 2005).

Consolidation on the synaptic level, the process turning early LTP/LTD into late

LTP/LTD, acts on a much faster timescale. LTP induction experiments show that

induced weight changes decay back to baseline within a few hours if the induction

stimulus is weak. On the other hand, for strong induction stimuli one can observe a

persistent weight change over many hours (Frey and Morris, 1997). In addition, it is

found that protein synthesis is a prerequisite for synaptic consolidation (Reymann and

Frey, 2007; Murakoshi and Yasuda, 2012).

A widely accepted framework to describe synaptic consolidation is the tagging and

capture hypothesis (Frey and Morris, 1997; Redondo and Morris, 2011). The theory

describes synaptic consolidation in four steps (Figure 2).
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Strong
stimulation

Tag settting Tag setttingTag settting

PRP capture PRP capture no PRP

Soma

Weak
stimulation

Weak
stimulation

PRP

L-LTP L-LTP return to
baseline

Figure 2: Sketch how the stimulation strength influences consolidation according to the
tagging and capture hypothesis. A strong stimulation, e.g. strong tetanus, leads to setting
of a tag and synthesis of plasticity related proteins (PRPs) in the soma or dendrites. Weak
stimulation, e.g. weak tetanus, only leads to tag setting. If a tagged synapse captures PRPs,
consolidation occurs. Otherwise, the induced weight change decays back to baseline. Figure
adapted from Redondo and Morris (2011) with permission of Springer Nature.

1. LTP induction leads to the setting of a local, synaptic specific tag. These are

molecular changes which mark that synaptic plasticity, i.e. weight changes, has

occurred.

2. Strong LTP induction activates synthesis of diffusible plasticity-related proteins

(PRPs). This can occur either in the soma or in dendrites.

3. PRPs get captured by tagged synapses.

4. In tagged synapses which captured PRPs, weights are stabilized and late LTP is

formed.

This theory emerged from observations made in two-pathway studies, where two in-

dependent presynaptic populations projecting to the same postsynaptic neuron are
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stimulated (Frey and Morris, 1997). Inhibiting protein synthesis in one pathway still

leads to consolidation in both pathways, just like stimulating one pathway weakly and

the other strongly. It does not matter whether the weak stimulation occurs up to 30

minutes before or after the strong stimulation. A weak stimulation consists for ex-

ample of a single tetanus with 20 pulses at 100 Hz; a strong stimulation for example

corresponds to a tetanus of three stimulus trains of 100 pulses at 100 Hz with 10 min-

utes intertrain interval. Stimulating both pathways weakly results only in early LTP,

because due to the lack of PRPs, no late LTP can be established. Also, if one path-

way received an extremely weak stimulus, weight changes could not be rescued by a

strong stimulation on another pathway (Frey and Morris, 1997). These experiments

were repeated in vivo (Shires et al., 2012) and for LTD induction (Sajikumar and Frey,

2004) with analog outcomes. In addition, cross-tagging experiments show that a strong

induction of LTP leads to consolidation of weakly induced LTD on the same neuron

and strong induction of LTD enables consolidation of weakly induced LTP (Sajikumar

and Frey, 2004; Sajikumar et al., 2005).

1.3 Single neuron model

The function of individual neurons can be described at many levels of abstraction.

A famous example of a biophysical model which describes the complex interactions

of ion channels is the Hodgkin-Huxley model (Hodgkin and Huxley, 1952). It was

developed based on observations from experiments on the squid giant axon. The model

provides a set of nonlinear differential equations that describe mechanistically how the

all-or-none nature of a spike emerges and how action potentials are propagated within

a neuron, linking neuronal structures to electrical elements. While the lipid bilayer

is represented as a capacitance, three types of ion channels (sodium, potassium, leak)

serve as electrical conductances. The sodium and potassium channels are voltage and

time dependent while the voltage-independent leak channel represents other channel

types.

Although widely used, the Hodgkin-Huxley model has been subject to criticism. On

one hand, the model comprises only two voltage-dependent ion channels which is a se-

vere simplification of the biophysical processes in the membrane. Researches therefore

have developed many extended models (Li and Rinzel, 1994; Pospischil et al., 2008).

On the other hand, the Hodgkin-Huxley model is too complex for mathematical anal-

ysis of neural networks. For this reason, simpler models are often used in theoretical
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works (Meunier and Segev, 2002).

One of the simplest neuron models was proposed by Pitts and McCulloch (1943) and

was inspired by the all-or-none character of action potentials. It suggests that neurons

are working like a logical gate transforming binary inputs xj via a step-like activation

function into a single binary output y. The activation function acts on the sum of the

inputs, returning 1 if the sum crosses a threshold θ and 0 otherwise,

y =

{
1 for

∑
j xj ≥ θ

0 for
∑

i xj < θ
(1.1)

= Θ

∑
j

xj − θ

 , (1.2)

where Θ(·) denotes the Heaviside step function. While the Pitts and McCulloch model

captures the essence of a neuron’s functionality, it is limited to binary variables and

cannot deal with inputs of varying importance.

In this thesis we will use an adapted version of the neuron model known from the

perceptron (Rosenblatt, 1958). A neuron receives multiple inputs xj (Figure 3). The

weighted sum of the inputs evokes a membrane voltage,

Vi =
∑
j

wijxj (1.3)

where wij is the real-valued weight of the connection from input j to neuron i. The

weight can in this context be defined as the transmission efficacy or strength of a

synapse. The output of the neuron is an instantaneous firing rate ri, calculated in a

non-linear way from the voltage,

ri = ϕ(Vi). (1.4)

The function ϕ is called transfer or activation function. Common choices for the acti-

vation function are the step function, the identity function or the hyperbolic function

tanh. For biological plausibility it is desired that the activation function is mapping

the values to a bounded interval. Moreover, the activation function should also be dif-
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Figure 3: Simple neuron model. The neuron i (red) calculates a weighted sum of the
inputs xj (blue). This sum corresponds to the membrane voltage Vi. The output, a firing
rate, is a function of the membrane voltage, ϕ(Vi).

ferentiable for practical reasons (Dayan and Abbott, 2001). A widespread choice which

fulfills these two criteria is the logistic function,

ϕ(x) =
1

1 + e−(x−a)/β
. (1.5)

It maps the voltages to firing rates such that they are bounded to the range [0, 1]. In

addition, the activation function adds a nonlinearity which is in particular important

for connected neural layers (Goodfellow et al., 2016).

The inputs xj can be interpreted as normalized firing rates of a stochastic process,

e.g. inhomogeneous Poisson process. In a homogeneous Poisson processes, the firing

rate r is defined by the probability P to find a spike in a short time window of duration

∆t,

r ≡ lim
t→0

P (t; t+ ∆t)

∆t
. (1.6)

For an inhomogeneous Poisson process the firing rate r(t) is time-dependent. In a

Poisson process spikes occur independently and stochastically. While it is a reason-

able approximation to stochastic neuronal firing (Dayan and Abbott, 2001), it does not

reproduce all neuronal properties like refractoriness or reliability of neuronal activity

(Amarasingham, 2006).

As an extension to the perceptron neuron, we differentiate in our work between

dendritic and axonal initial segment voltage (Figure 4). This becomes important when

the neuron is implemented in a neural network to carry out a classification task. To get
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an unambiguous classification, a winner-take-all mechanism is desirable, i.e. only one

output neuron should fire in response to an input while all other output neurons should

be silent. With lateral inhibition, according to which the first spike of a neuron in the

output layer suppresses possible spikes in the other output neurons, the winner-take-all

mechanism can be achieved. But in order to adapt the weights optimally, synapses

need information about the unperturbed voltage. To solve this conflict, the winner-

take-all mechanism with the lateral inhibition is deferred to the axonal initial segment.

Since soma and dendrites represent a deep current sink viewed from the axon initial

segment, the dendritic voltage is only barely influenced by the voltage in the axonal

initial segment.

In a computational model, the above explained winner-take-all mechanism can be

implemented easier without spikes. After onset of a new input pattern, the voltage resp.

firing rate in the dendrites and the axonal inital segment are calculated according to

Equations 1.3 and 1.4 . While the dendritic quantities stay constant until the onset of

a new pattern, the firing rate in the axonal initial segment is only needed to calculate

the probability that given the set of all output neurons, neuron k fires first. This

probability is directly related to the normalized firing rates,

Pw(k|x) =
ϕ(Vk)∑
i ϕ(Vi)

, (1.7)

where the sum runs over all neurons i in the output layer. After the winning neuron

k is selected, the firing rate in the axonal initial segment is changed to a all-or-none

function,

ϕ(Vk)→ ϕWTA
k =

{
1 neuron k,

0 all other neurons.
(1.8)

1.4 Learning rule

During the learning process, which is usually modeled as an adjustment of synaptic

weights, postsynaptic neurons change their firing activities by adapting synaptic weights

in response to a given input. For example in the context of the perceptron model

(Equation 1.3), a change wij results in a change of the postsynaptic voltage Vi and

hence in a different firing statistics while keeping the input pattern fixed.
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axonal initial
segment

1 or 0dendrites

Figure 4: Neuron model with separate voltage in the dendrites and the axonal initial
segment. The voltage in the dendrite stays constant till the input patterns change such
that the synapse can change their weight wij as a function of the rate ϕ(Vi). The voltage
in the axonal initial segment is initially equal to that in the dendrite but may be inhibited
by another neuron (red line).

A learning rule is a function which describes how weights are adapted over time. In

general, it is a function of the neuron’s input and output, measured either as spikes

or rates, and the current weights, however, it can include any number of additional

variables. Depending on the learning paradigm, an external signal like a teacher or

reward signal is necessary (Stein et al., 2016).

Based on the existence and nature of a external signal, we divide the pool of learning

rules into three groups.

In unsupervised learning, weights are strengthened or weakened only based on the

stimulus and the response to the stimulus, i.e. no feedback signal is incorporated. Thus

learning happens solely based on the statistics and correlations of neural activity.

A well-known example is given by Hebb’s rule,

τ
dw

dt
= yi(t)xj(t) (1.9)

which is based on Hebb’s postulates (Hebb, 1949) and suggests that simultaneous pre-

and postsynaptic firing increases the weight. In discrete time Hebb’s rule reads as

follows

∆wij(t) = η yi(t)xj(t), (1.10)

where η is the learning rate that determines how strongly weights are adjusted in each

time step. In its original form, the rule accounts only for increases in synaptic strength,

but it can be generalized to include decreases of weights arising from the failure of the
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presynaptic neuron to be involved in the activation of the postsynaptic neuron. Hebb’s

rule is an unsupervised learning rule because weights are strengthened only based on

the actual response to a stimulus. Another example of unsupervised learning is the

implementation of principle component analysis in neuronal networks (Oja, 1982).

In supervised learning, plasticity is driven by a teacher signal (‘supervisor’) in order

to learn a set of input-output pairs. Learning rules for this paradigm try to reduce the

difference between the network’s output and the desired output. The teacher signal

encodes this error and feeds it back to the network. All weights are then individu-

ally adapted to improve performance. A well known example of this type of learning

is the backpropagation-of-errors algorithm (Rumelhart et al., 1986). Although super-

vised learning is very successful in machine-learning, it is often not considered to be

biologically plausible (Grossberg, 1987; Crick, 1989).

Reinforcement learning does not rely on such a explicit supervision signal, instead,

the network receives a reward signal which feeds back whether the output was correct

or incorrect. In mathematical terms, reward can be represented by a global binary vari-

able. Unlike supervised learning, the network does not know which neuron contributed

how strongly to the success or failure of a trial. Reinforcement learning is discussed in

more detail in Section 1.5.

A common approach to find a new learning rule is to first define a loss or cost

function that depends on the synaptic weights. While for a supervised learning rule

the cost is typically the difference between the desired and actual network output, in

reinforcement learning the negative expected reward is a possible choice. The goal of

learning is then adapting the weights in such a way that the cost function is minimized.

A strategy to efficiently minimize the cost function is following the direction of steepest

descent. Since the gradient points into direction of the steepest descent, adapting the

weights in direction of the gradient guarantees that learning ends up in a local minimum

of the cost function.

In practice, however, gradient descent algorithms are not guaranteed to find the

optimal solution. They can fail to find a good weight configuration if the cost function

exhibits multiple minima or plateaus. The framework also presumes that the gradient

of the cost function is exactly calculated or at least well approximated. In a biological

setting weight changes happen continuously, thus the gradient is only sampled based on

the current or past input-output relations (online-learning). In machine learning, which

is not bound to biological constraints, one can repeatedly run through all examples of
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the training dataset, and after each run calculate the gradient and perform weight

updates (batch-learning).

Depending on the underlying structure, extensions of gradient descent that take the

geometry of the output space into account can be more efficient (Amari, 1998). In this

thesis we will use a learning rule which is derived from the gradient of a cost function,

but incorporates additional modifications to prevent premature saturations.

1.5 Reinforcement learning

Reinforcement learning is learning how to best act in an environment using a reward

signal as feedback. The learner (or often called ‘agent’) must find out by itself which

actions are good by trying them out (Barto and Sutton, 2018). Thus, in its simplest

version reinforcement learning corresponds to trial-and-error learning. The agent, in-

teracting with an environment, gets exposed to inputs and undertakes varied actions

based on a policy with the goal to maximize the numerical reward signal. The reward

signal is traditionally positive, but can be negative if punishment is incorporated in the

framework.

Positive reward signals reinforce the previous action and will hence increase the prob-

ability that the same action is taken again. Contrary, negative reward signals evoke the

opposite effect. However, actions are not only based on the past experiences (exploita-

tion), the agent should also make new choices to explore the environment. Finding the

optimal balance between exploration and exploitation is a distinctive challenge when

applying reinforcement learning (Barto and Sutton, 2018). The concrete implemen-

tations of the exploration-exploitation balance and the update of action probabilities

depend on the specific algorithm. A classical example of a reinforcement learning task

consists of finding a way through a maze where multiple sequences of actions can lead

to reward but some of them might be shorter and thus preferred. If the agent found

one way, the question is whether to exploit that solution or to discover the environment

further to find even better solutions.

State-of-the-art reinforcement learning algorithms use concepts similar to those of

biology. Most important to mention is the concept of neural networks. In machine-

learning tasks with a limited number of possible states data can be stored in lookup

tables. For systems with large number of states or actions, tables become unmanageable

due to their memory consumption and computational time to learn the value of each
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state individually. Thus, lookup tables get replaced by functional approximations. It

turned out that combining neural networks and reinforcement learning works extremely

well (Mnih et al., 2015). Alternative functional approximations are decision trees which

are easier to understand than neural networks but may have weaker performance (Ze

et al., 2013).

Another similarity between reinforcement algorithms from machine learning and

brain function is the incorporation of reward-prediction error, i.e. the difference be-

tween the actual reward and the expected reward. In temporal-difference learning,

a class of methods in machine learning, the difference between temporally successive

estimates of the reward is used to improve learning performance (Sutton and Barto,

1981; Szepesvari, 2010). Animal experiments showed that neurons can carry informa-

tion about the actual reward (Okada et al., 2009), about the expected reward (Oyama

et al., 2015) and about the difference of the actual and expected reward (Hollerman

and Schultz, 1998).

Given the current state of research, there is evidence that the reward prediction error

is encoded by the activity of dopaminergic neurons (Montague et al., 1996; Schultz et al.,

1997). These neurons are mainly located in the ventral part of the midbrain (Colombo,

2014) and have extensive axonal arbors projecting to many brain regions. An axon of

a dopaminergic neuron releases dopamine at roughly 500,000 dendritic spines (Schultz,

1998). In that way it has modulatory effects on synaptic plasticity (Schultz, 1998).

1.6 Perceptual learning and roving

Perceptual learning is improving perception skills. It is a form of reinforcement learning

(Herzog et al., 2012). In a typical perceptual learning experiment, participants are

exposed to two or more stimuli which they need to distinguish. Perceptual learning

experiments have been performed for many types of stimuli, e.g. auditory stimuli

(Karmarkar and Buonomano, 2003) and visual stimuli (Karni and Sagi, 1991). Several

aspects can influence the performance of perceptual learning, among others attention,

task difficulty, and the order of stimuli presentation.

While perceptual performance generally improves if the number of trials increases,

Parkosadze et al. (2008) showed that this is not always the case if two types of stimuli are

presented randomly interleaved, a condition referred as roving. They used line bisection

stimuli, i.e. a spatial interval bounded by two vertical parallel lines is bisected in two

unequal broad components by a third vertical line. In each trial of the experiment,
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Figure 5: Bisection stimuli as used for studying the roving phenomenon. In each trial,
subjects see for a short time one of the four stimuli alternatives and have to decide whether
the middle line has an offset to the left or right. If in a session stimuli from set (A) or set
(B) are used alone, performance increases with more trials carried out. However, if all four
stimuli alternatives are used during one session, no learning is observed. Figure adapted
from Tartaglia et al. (2009a) with permission of Elsevier.

subjects saw one of the two stimulus alternatives and they had to report whether the

middle line is closer to the left or right outer line. Parkosadze et al. (2008) observed

that perceptual performance increased during the experiment. In a second experiment,

two types of bisection stimuli were used, one with an outer line distance of 20’ and one

with an outer line distance of 30’ (Figure 5). If the stimuli were randomly interleaved

performance did not increase anymore.

Learning impairment during roving conditions is however not always observed, for

example, when the bisection stimuli had all the same length, but in one case the lines

where vertical and in the second case the lines were rotated by 45◦.

Similar results for other stimuli types were observed by Otto et al. (2006), Tartaglia

et al. (2009a), Yu et al. (2004) and Zhang et al. (2008). Outside of perceptual learning,

Flesch et al. (2018) observed learning impairments in a setting similar to roving. In

their categorization experiment, the classification criterion was alterable. If longer

blocks with the same classification criterion were trained, participants significantly

performed better than when the classification criteria were randomly interleaved.
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1.7 Catastrophic forgetting and continual learning

The brain is exposed to a continuous stream of external stimuli as a consequence of on-

going interactions with the environment. While different stimuli may activate different

brain areas, a reasonable assumption is that at least for similar stimuli a common set

of neurons is excited. This leads us to the question, how synaptic weights are modified

if their pre- or postsynaptic neurons are excited in different situations? This question

is especially relevant if we look at continual or life-long learning tasks, i.e. multiple

tasks are learned each after the other.

Most computational models of learning focus on one task. Thus, they may not

explain the correct behavior in a continual learning task setting. Actually, many models

would exhibit catastrophic forgetting (or catastrophic interference), i.e. the previous

learned task is forgotten on a catastrophically fast time scale when exposed to a new

task (French, 1999). This happens because weights are continuously adapted to the

current task. Therefore, also a weight configuration optimal for the previous task will

be altered when learning a new task. If the new weight configuration is inappropriate

for the previous task, that task is forgotten.

Humans are forgetful and to some extent this is beneficial. By forgetting the partic-

ulars, humans gain the possibility of abstracting and retaining the important essence of

their memories. This helps humans to generalize, abstract and assemble general knowl-

edge which is often more important than retaining a literal record of particular events

(Squire and Kandel, 2009). Forgetting can happen passively by synaptic weight decay

or actively due to interference (Wixted, 2004). However, in contrast to computational

models, forgetting in humans normally happens gradually and not catastrophically

(McCloskey and Cohen, 1989).

Catastrophic forgetting is one expression of the so called stability-plasticity dilemma

(Carpenter and Grossberg, 1988; McClelland et al., 1995; Fusi et al., 2005; Kumaran

et al., 2016). How to design models of synapses which are plastic enough to learn

new tasks and stable enough to keep old memories? Too much plasticity results in

ongoing forgetting of old memories but too much stability prevents learning of new

memories. Many models exist which tackle the problem of catastrophic forgetting and

the stability-plasticity dilemma (see Section 1.8.1) but so far it is still largely unclear

how the nervous system handles the problem.

Catastrophic forgetting can also occur outside of continual learning. A neural net-

work with a fixed architecture has an upper bound on the number of associations it
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can store. If more associations are loaded into the network, memory retrieval becomes

abruptly impossible (Robins and McCallum, 1998).

This PhD work introduces a model that makes use of synaptic consolidation and

thereby prevents catastrophic forgetting naturally.

1.8 Computational models

In this section we present a selection of computational models which tackle the same

problems or use similar methods as we do in our work.

1.8.1 Models of continual learning

Continual learning refers to learning multiple tasks each after the other. Sometimes the

terms lifelong learning or incremental learning are used which we use interchangeably.

To our knowledge the earliest work tackling the problem of context interference in

continual learning were Hinton and Plaut (1987). They used a fast and slow weight

evolving according to the same learning rule but with different learning rates. In addi-

tion, the fast weights decay towards zero. Thus, long-term memories are stored in the

slow weights. In simulations they could show that disrupted memories of associations

can be retained by only retraining a fraction of the associations thanks to the fast

weights. However, the regained memories fade away again when the fast weights decay.

Fusi et al. (2005) analyzed how the quality of memories degrades over time due to

ongoing plasticity. They looked on one hand at the signal-to-noise ratio immediately

after memory storage. This is a measure of the flexibility of the network to store

new memories. On the other hand, they looked at memory lifetime. Preferably, both

quantities should be large but it turns out that in a general model maximizing one

quantity comes with the cost of decreasing the other quantity. This is an intrinsic

problem of models where memories decay exponentially due to deleterious effects of

plasticity. The authors show that memories decaying according to a power law suffer

less from the trade off between flexibility and memory life time. Consequently, they

propose a model where memories decay approximately according to a power law.

The model is based on on the finding that interactions of multiple exponential pro-

cesses acting on a wide range of time scales generate a power-law dynamic (Anderson,
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2001). Thus, the model has two levels of synaptic strength and each level has a cascade

of metaplastic states. Synapses can switch from one synaptic strength level to the other

as well as move down the cascade of metaplastic states. The transition probabilities

between the states vary. The upper states are the most plastic ones and the further

down the cascade a synapse moves the more stable it gets.

The cascade model by Fusi et al. (2005) uses binary synapse and linear chains of

dynamical variables. In Benna and Fusi (2016) a new cascade model is proposed which

deals with continuous weights and arbitrarily complex network interactions (Figure

6A). Kaplanis et al. (2018) could show that the cascade model can be used for learning.

To prevent catastrophic forgetting in deep neural networks, Kirkpatrick et al. (2017)

introduced a new approach using so called elastic terms. In deep neural networks many

weight configurations may exist that result in the same performance for a given learning

task. Hence, it is likely that close to a found weight configuration for a previously

learned task one can find a weight configuration which is optimal for a new yet to be

learned task. The challenge is to find this second weight configuration close to the first

one. The proposed mechanism adds a quadratic penalty term to the cost function. The

penalty term is proportional to the diagonal of the Fisher information matrix which

constrains the weights to stay in a region of low error for the first task while learning

the second task (Figure 6B). As a consequence, the plasticity gets selectively decreased

for specific weights. For each additional task another penalty term gets added, which

leads to further reduction of plasticity.

Zenke et al. (2017) used a similar approach as Kirkpatrick et al. (2017) but the

importance of weights are computed online during training by estimating the sensitivity

of the cost function to a weight change.

A third work based on the same approach was described by Aljundi et al. (2018).

They also estimate an importance for each weight and reduce plasticity for important

weights accordingly. Importance is estimated based on the sensitivity of the learned

function to a weight change. The estimation is done in an online manner, but the

method can also be added after the network is trained. Importance can be computed

on any set of data without the need for labels.

Yet another method to counteract catastrophic forgetting is explored by Isele and

Cosgun (2018) and Rolnick et al. (2018). They use a buffer to store previous learned

tasks. During learning a new task, replays of prior tasks are incorporated. This also
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Figure 6: (A) A series of beakers with increasing size and decreasing tube width resembles
the models by Fusi et al. (2005) and Benna and Fusi (2016). A chain of exponential
decays with different time constants produces approximately a power-law decay. (B) With
a penalty term, Kirkpatrick et al. (2017) Zenke et al. (2017) and Aljundi et al. (2018)
ensure that task A is remembered while learning task B. If the cost function of task B is
minimized alone (dotted arrow), task A is forgotten. With the penalty term (solid arrow)
learning is restricted to stay in a region with low error for task A. Figures adapted from
Kaplanis et al. (2018) and Kirkpatrick et al. (2017).

works, if the buffer has a limited capacity and not all previous tasks can be stored

completely in it.

1.8.2 Models of tagging and consolidation

Barrett et al. (2009) use a stochastic Markov process to explain tagging and captur-

ing. It contains six states: weak basal, strong basal, early LTD, early LTP, late LTD

and late LTP. Between these states ten transitions are possible (weak ↔ strong basal

state, weak/strong basal state↔ early LTP/LTD, early LTP/eLTD→ late LTP/LTD,

late LTP/LTD → weak/strong basal state) described by a total of seven transition

rate parameters. Synapses are each in one of these states and depending on the state

either have a weight w or 2w. Stimulations change the transition rate parameters,

thus allowing the synapse to change their state. Synapses in the states early LTD or

early LTP are assumed to be tagged. Strong stimulations allows the transition from

early LTD to late LTD and early LTP to late LTP. Both transitions are described by

the same parameters thus describing both phenomena of capturing and cross-capturing.

Clopath et al. (2008) models synapses as discrete quantities which can switch from

a non-tagged state to a ‘high state’ (during LTP induction) or to a ‘low state’ (during

LTD induction). If a synapse is in a high or low state, it is tagged. The tag resets
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stochastically to zero with a certain rate. If the total number of tags reaches a thresh-

old, protein synthesis is triggered. As a consequence, a consolidation variable which has

initially two stable fixed points loses one fixed point. The synaptic weight is a linear

combination of its high state value, low state value and consolidation variable value.

A shortcoming of that model is that there is no separation between tags and initial

expression of synaptic plasticity.

Ziegler et al. (2015) developed a model using a similar concept as Clopath et al.

(2008). It can however account for several more phenomena; it includes depotentiation

effects and it separates tags from initial expression of synaptic plasticity. A synaptic

state consists of three layers, a weight, a tag and a scaffold. The weight is the only

layer which influences the post-synaptic voltage. Each layer is described by a noisy

variable evolving in a double-well potential, thus each layer has two stable fixed points.

In addition, each layer gets influenced by its neighbor layer(s) modeled by two coupling

constants. With this setup, many phenomena like tagging and consolidation can be

well described. For example, the induction of LTP changes the value of the weight

from its low state to its high state. Tagging corresponds to opening the gating variable

between the weight and the tag, and thus drags the tag from its low state to its high

state. If this does not occur, the weight value decays back from its high state to its low

state. Consolidation is modeled similar. The gating variable between the tag and the

scaffold opens by he presence of a reward or surprise signal. This allows the scaffold to

get dragged by the tag from its low state to the high state. The model also accounts

in a similar way for the phenomenon of tag resetting and LTD induction.

1.8.3 Models explaining the roving phenomenon

The bisection stimulus task under roving conditions (see Section 1.6) can be learned

by the simplest supervised models, e.g. single-layer perceptron, because the task is

linearly separable. In contrast, humans are not able to learn it as experiments showed.

It is therefore worth investigating why humans are inferior to these simple models.

As Herzog et al. (2012) conclude, perceptual learning is neither supervised learning

nor unsupervised learning but reinforcement learning. Purely supervised learning can

be ruled out because perceptual learning also occurs without feedback. But feedback

speeds up perceptual learning which rules out unsupervised learning.

Herzog et al. (2012) continue to point out that two classes of reinforcement learning
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exist. One class are the so-called R-max rules where weight changes depend on the

reward R. Weight wij is increased if higher than average postsynaptic activity leads to

reward,

∆wij = prej × (posti − posti)×R . (1.11)

However, learning rules of this class do not suffer from roving conditions and therefore

fails to explain the experiments. The second class of reinforcement learning rules have

the form

∆wij = prej × posti × (R− R̄) . (1.12)

Rules of this shape rely on a correct estimate of the mean reward R̄. If this is not given,

the learning rules suffers from a so-called unsupervised bias term; weights updates

are unrelated to the correlation of actual reward and activity in a given trial. As a

consequence this can drift weights in a potentially unrewarded region (Frémaux et al.,

2010). In the bisection stimuli task, the mean reward for each stimulus type can indeed

not correctly estimated because both stimulus types can come with a different reward.

Therefore, the unsupervised bias term is not zero and learning is impaired.





CHAPTER 2

Hypothesis and Aim

A journey to a thousand miles begins with a single step.

— Lao Tzu

One of the big open questions in neuroscience is how synaptic weights are changed

during learning. This question can surely not be answered within the scope of a PhD

thesis but our aim is to shed light on this question by developing a computational model

that provides insights to a few aspects of learning and memory. The model should

establish ties between multiple time scales, but also between multiple spatial scales.

It should describe learning that lasts several minutes and its effects that last several

days. The aim is to have a model which can reproduce data from electrophysiological

recordings while keeping it as simple as possible.

In particular, we aim to describe synaptic plasticity more accurately by incorpo-

rating multicomponent synaptic weights in our model. Thereby, biological plausible

answers to the plasticity-stability dilemma and the phenomenon of catastrophic forget-

ting should be found as wells as synaptic consolidation and learning disruption during

roving conditions better explained.

27
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Multicomponent synaptic weights

Many computational models exist that try to explain learning, most of these models

use scalar variables as weights. This is an oversimplification because it is well known

that complex biochemical processes occur permanently in individual synapses. From

several experiments made in animals we know that synaptic weights can change on

different timescales (Frey et al., 2009), proteins are delivered to the synapse in three

sequential temporal phases (Bosch et al., 2014) and at least two distinct phases of

long-term potentiation can be identified (Krug et al., 1984; Frey et al., 1988; Bliss and

Collingridge, 1993). Thus, most computational models could miss essential functional

components as they do not represent this complexity. Hinton and Plaut (1987) wrote

that there have been relatively few attempts to investigate computational advantages

of giving each synapse several weights that change at different speeds. More than

30 years later, this statement still holds. We hypothesize that incorporating weights

with multiple components into a computational model, synaptic plasticity relevant for

associative learning can be more accurately described without needing to model detailed

biochemical processes.

Plasticity-stability dilemma

The pace of synaptic weights change is crucial for learning and memory. The plasticity-

stability dilemma illustrates well this conundrum. Synapses should be plastic to learn

new tasks and stable to keep old memories (Carpenter and Grossberg, 1988; McClelland

et al., 1995; Fusi et al., 2005; Kumaran et al., 2016). Synapses that are too stable

prevent the nervous system to learn new tasks, synapses that change too easily lead

to catastrophic forgetting. Recently, several attempts were made to find a solution to

this dilemma (Fusi et al., 2005; Benna and Fusi, 2016; Kirkpatrick et al., 2017; Zenke

et al., 2017; Aljundi et al., 2018). All these models postulate hidden states that do

not contribute to the effective synaptic weight. We aim to model consolidation in a

biological plausible way without the need of hidden states, and by doing so, finding a

new mechanism how the plasticity-stability dilemma can be overcome.

Synaptic consolidation

Timing plays a key role when studying consolidation. While consolidation can happen

through multiple processes on different timescales (Dudai, 2004), the question about
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the optimal time of each process is relevant. Early fixation of synaptic weights can

result in overloading the nervous system with irrelevant association which can cause

a loss in the ability to generalize concepts or even the loss of the ability to learn. If

consolidation sets in late, the acquired transient memories may already infer with new

inputs. In isolated experiments triggers for consolidation could be found (Reymann

and Frey, 2007; Redondo and Morris, 2011). We speculate that by incorporating these

triggers in a model of learning, we allow for continual learning and prevent interference

of memories.

Roving phenomenon

An often ignored aspect when developing computational models is the fact that human

strategies are not optimal in all environments, although evolution drives the brain

to get more reward (Schultz, 2015). An example is learning under roving conditions

(Parkosadze et al., 2008), c.f. Section 1.6. We hypothesize that fast weight changes are

optimal if contexts change slowly (some ten minutes) but if contexts change quickly,

e.g. roving conditions, learning is hampered. Our intuition is that fast weight changes

have a large variance which can only be corrected for slowly changing contexts.





CHAPTER 3

Results

I want to know why the universe exists, why there is something greater than

nothing.

—Stephen Hawking

This chapter presents the following submitted, but not yet published, article:

Synaptic weight decay with selective consolidation enables fast learning without catas-

trophic forgetting.

Author contribution

The manuscript was written by Prof. Dr. Walter Senn and myself with contributions by

Prof. Dr. Michael Herzog1. Analytical derivations and model simulation were carried

out by me. All illustrations were drawn by me and combined with simulation results

into the resulting figures.

1Laboratory of Psychophysics, Brain Mind Institute, École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne
(EPFL)
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Synaptic weight decay with selective consolidation enables fast
learning without catastrophic forgetting

Pascal Leimer1, Michael Herzog2, Walter Senn1,

1 Department of Physiology, University of Bern, Switzerland
2 Brain Mind Institute, École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL),

Switzerland

Abstract

Learning can interfere with pre-existing memories that in classical neural networks

may lead to catastrophic forgetting. We present a gradient-based 2-component synap-

tic plasticity model that enables context-dependent fast learning without catastrophic

forgetting. A highly plastic and quickly decaying fast component enables swift learn-

ing in a given context. Part of the decaying fast component is selectively secured in

a long-lasting slow component that protects context-specific information. While the

synaptic decay is governed by a sparsity constraint on the voltage deflections and the

fast synaptic component, the consolidation jointly selects events associated with consis-

tent suprathreshold voltage deflections and suprathreshold fast synaptic components.

The two components produce a phenomenology that can be interpreted as an early

decay of both long-term potentiation and depression that is (cross-) consolidated by a

tag & capture mechanism as observed in biological synapses. For reinforcement learning

in multiple contexts, the plasticity rule maximizes the expected reward while minimiz-

ing interferences between subsequent contexts. As a downside of these mechanisms,

learning is hampered when consolidation is triggered prematurely by interleaving easy

and difficult tasks, consistent with human psychophysical experiments.

Introduction

Depending on the context, similar situations may require different actions. For instance,

when we wait at a crosswalk in continental Europe we first look to the left, but in the

UK we look to the right. After living a while at a new place, the reliably acquired
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behavior causes a short moment of uncertainty when crossing the road the first time

back home. In general, learning to correctly act in one situation may interfere with

learning in a similar situation. Retaining context information imposes a challenge to

the underlying neuronal network, in particular if contexts switch quickly. On the one

hand, synaptic connection strengths, which were important in a previous context, need

to be protected from being overwritten. On the other hand, new associations have to

be learned for similar inputs that require a different action in another context. This

problem is known as the stability-plasticity dilemma, and mechanisms at the network

and synapse level have been proposed to tackle it (Abraham and Robins, 2005; Fusi

et al., 2005; Carpenter and Grossberg, 1988).

Catastrophic forgetting is a problem in neuronal networks, but not so much in hu-

man continual learning (French, 1999; Kumaran et al., 2016). In classical neuronal

network models, the connection strengths are adapted to learn new associations in the

current context regardless of the importance of the connections in previous contexts.

For strong overlaps of the input patterns, ongoing learning results in memories which

are forgotten on a catastrophically short time scale. To prevent catastrophic forget-

ting, memories can be consolidated at the level of the system or the synapses. In

systems consolidation, memories are suggested to be transferred to other brain areas

for long-term storage such as the hippocampus (Squire and Alvarez, 1995; McClelland

et al., 1995; Roxin and Fusi, 2013). In synaptic consolidation, the fast decay of the

so-called early long-term potentiation/depression (early LTP/LTD) was shown to be

prevented by a synaptic tagging & capture mechanism (Frey and Morris, 1997; Sajiku-

mar and Frey, 2004; Morris, 2006; Redondo and Morris, 2011; Shires et al., 2012; Bosch

et al., 2014). Synaptic models with a cascade of internal states of progressively longer

retention times were shown to prevent an exponentially fast forgetting while being con-

tinuously exposed to stimuli (Fusi et al., 2005; Benna and Fusi, 2016; Kaplanis et al.,

2018). Forgetting can also be counterbalanced by reducing plasticity for weight con-

figurations that are important in previous contexts, but assessing the importance of a

synaptic weight requires additional information and memories (Kirkpatrick et al., 2017;

Zenke et al., 2017; Aljundi et al., 2018).

The passive decay of the early LTP/LTD is typically seen as a weakness of the

synapses that needs to be counteracted. Instead, forgetting may itself be beneficial

(Brea et al., 2014). We suggest that this passive forgetting is the expression of min-

imizing the interference between subsequent contexts in the presence of fast learning.

The fast synaptic plasticity may enable the retention of information in working mem-
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ory (Mongillo and Denève, 2008) that must fade out in time to prevent cross-talks in

a subsequent context where similar stimuli may need to be differently processed. The

passive forgetting further allows for selectively retaining relevant information by the

tag & capture consolidation (Frey and Morris, 1997). Various phenomenological models

reproducing the tag & capture mechanisms exist (Clopath et al., 2008; Barrett et al.,

2009; Ziegler et al., 2015). But how can the ideas of fast learning, passive weight decay

and synaptic consolidation for minimizing cross-talks be captured in a simple normative

theory of synaptic plasticity and learning, derived from optimality principles?

Here we suggest a 2-stage model of synaptic modifications and consolidation that

maximizes the expected reward in a reinforcement learning context through stochastic

gradient ascent. For simplicity, and different from previous models (Fusi et al., 2005;

Clopath et al., 2008; Barrett et al., 2009; Benna and Fusi, 2016; Kaplanis et al., 2018;

Ziegler et al., 2015), we do not consider internal synaptic variables. Instead, our fast

(‘early’) and slow (‘consolidated’) components both affect the synaptic strength. Early

LTP/LTD promotes fast learning and thereby enables exploitation of reward in a rein-

forcement learning scenario. It necessarily includes a fast decay to prevent inferences

with future contexts where similar sensory inputs require different responses. Hence,

early LTP/LTD and synaptic tagging/consolidation are seen as a means to address the

stability-plasticity dilemma. We suggest a normative theory of synaptic consolidation

that functionally reproduces the phenomena of the multi-state models of tagging &

capture (Barrett et al., 2009; Clopath et al., 2008; Ziegler et al., 2015). Our theory

asserts that fast learning can be achieved in a given context with minimal interference

with other contexts, provided that only strong synaptic modifications associated with

peak postsynaptic depolarizations are retained. Weak synaptic modifications associ-

ated with low postsynaptic depolarizations must be extinguished on the timescale of

the context duration, relating to the decay of the early LTP/LTD.

While our 2-component plasticity model boosts learning for typical context switches,

it may hamper learning when the task-difficulties change too quickly. Such phenomena

are in fact observed in psychophysical experiments involving stimulus or task mixing

(Tartaglia et al., 2009a; Flesch et al., 2018). We postulate that the passive weight

decay with the selective consolidation that allows for fast context-dependent learning

is the reason why humans, unlike neural networks with simpler plasticity models, show

reduced performances in these mixing experiment.
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Results

Reward maximizing learning rule with selective consolidation

We hypothesize that early LTP and its consolidation mechanism is one of nature’s

choices to deal with the stability-plasticity dilemma. To keep the benefit of fast synaptic

plasticity while avoiding contextual interference, the network should only consolidate a

minimum number of synapses while still be able to change enough synapses if required

by novel learning. A particularly pronounced form of the stability-plasticity dilemma

becomes apparent when similar tasks are learned each after the other. To illustrate

this problem, we consider a learning task that extends across two subsequent contexts

(Fig. 7A). The context defines the criteria according to which sensory patterns are

classified, and patterns in the two contexts are similar, but not identical. They consist

in written words that have to be classified in the first context according to the color of

the letters, and in the second context according to the meaning of the word. Learning

takes place in a single-layer network that classifies the correlated input patterns by a

winner-take-all (WTA) dynamics; the first spike of an output neuron suppresses other

output neurons via global inhibition (Fig. 7B).

If the task is learned with a classical (1-component) reward-based learning rule, the

synaptic modifications in the first context are likely to be undone during learning in

the second context (Fig. 7C). To prevent this, we consider a 2-component plasticity

model that consolidates appropriately selected weight changes and protects them from

erasure (Fig. 7D). A fast weight component, wf , enables quick memory acquisition and

acts on a short timescale, and a slow component, ws, allows for keeping a selected

memory across a longer timescale. The sum of the two components determines the

total synaptic strength, w = wf + ws.

We postulate that the dynamics of the fast weight component follows approximately

the gradient of the utility function U defined by the expected reward and two penalty

terms,

U = 〈R〉 − λw
2

∑
ij

‖wfij‖
2 − λV

∑
i

|Vi| , (3.1)

where R is the binary reward signal released in response to the action of the network,

Vi is the voltage of neuron i, and wfij is the fast weight component of the synapse from

the presynaptic neuron j to the postsynaptic neuron i. Beside the expected reward
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〈R〉, the utility function has two penalty terms. The first term punishes high values of

the fast weight components. This term results in a passive decay of the fast component

such that, in the absence of new plasticity events, it converges to baseline value wfij = 0.

The second term punishes voltage deflections |Vi| from rest at 0, and takes energy costs

into account. At the same time this term helps to reduce interferences within contexts.

The positive factors λw and λV represent a weighting of the two penalty terms.

To calculate the gradient of the utility function U with respect to wfij we assume

that the postsynaptic neuron fires with instantaneous Poisson rate ϕ(Vi), where the

postsynaptic voltage is the sum of the input rates xj weighted by the effective synaptic

strengths wij ,

Vi =
∑
j

wijxj , with wij = wfij + wsij . (3.2)

The firing rates range between 0 and ϕmax. Stochastic gradient ascent on the utility

function U leads to the update of the fast weight component at repetitive time steps

(assumed to be every 30 s, see Methods),

∆wfij = ηi (R− R̄)
(
ϕWTA
i − ϕ(Vi)

)
xj − λwwfij − λV sign(Vi)xj , (3.3)

with R̄ being the mean reward, and ϕWTA
i = ϕmax if neuron i is the winner neuron

(i = k) and ϕWTA
i = 0 else. This time-discrete update implicitly assumes a time step

∆t = 1 (suppressed in Eq. 3.3 and below) that corresponds to the biological time of 1
2

minutes. The decay term −λV wfij , for the optimal values for context learning, causes

a passive decay in the order of 1/(2λw) = 42 biological minutes.

The activity ϕWTA
i represents the target value for the instantaneous firing rate ϕ(Vi).

For positive reward (R = 1), the weights driving the winner neuron k are strengthened

to push ϕ(Vk) towards ϕmax, and the weights driving the non-winning neurons are

weakened to push ϕ(Vi) towards 0, with the opposite changes in the absence of reward

(R = 0). The learning rate ηi incorporates a positive factor necessary for the gradient

property to hold (Methods). The voltage penalty causes a decrease or increase of an

activated weight (xj > 0), depending on whether the postsynaptic voltage is above or

below rest (Vi = 0), respectively. In essence, −sign(Vi)xj is an anti-Hebbian term that

subtracts away the non-informative overlaps in the presynaptic activity patterns.

To store long-term memories, the fast component needs to be consolidated. We

postulate that this is done when two conditions are met: (1) the instantaneous value

of the fast component, |wf |, exceeds a weight threshold, and (2) the low-pass filtered
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postsynaptic voltage, V̄ , exceeds a voltage threshold. Formally, the decay −λwwfij of

the fast component is transferred to the slow component provided the two conditions

are simultaneously satisfied,

∆wsij = λww
f
ijΘ(|wfij | − θw) Θ(V̄i − θV ) . (3.4)

where the Heaviside step function Θ(.) is 1 if the argument is positive and 0 else.

Preventing catastrophic forgetting with the 2-component rule

We next test the learning rule when the network performs the above mentioned learning

task that is distributed across two subsequent contexts each 100 biological minutes long,

interleaved by a 50 biological minutes break. To conceptualize the idea, we consider

four input classes x̄l (l = 1...4), with each class requiring its desired output defined

by the unique activity of a specific output neuron. Input patterns are defined as noisy

samples xl around x̄l with independent Gaussian noise on the components. The mean

input patterns are x̄1 = (1, 1− ε, α, α), x̄2 = (1− ε, 1, α, α), x̄3 = (α, α, 1, 1− ε),
x̄4 = (α, α, 1− ε, 1), see Fig. 7A. Patterns from the first two classes are presented

within the first context (c1), and patterns from the second two classes within the

second context (c2). Within each context, the classes are only distinguishable by a

small ε in one component, and across contexts classes have strong overlap α (close to

1). Patterns from the two classes are presented many times (200, corresponding to

100 minutes) in random order until the context switches and patterns from the other

two classes are randomly presented. In response to a pattern presentation one output

neuron fires first, and if this matches the desired output neuron of the class, a global

reward signal (R = 1) is given. Otherwise reward is omitted (R = 0, Fig. 7B).

We first performed the learning experiment with the 1-component rule. This is the

rule with only the fast component wf governed by Eq. 3.3 while setting the decay

parameter λw to zero and thus also ws = 0 (Fig. 7C). The other parameters were

optimized for highest performance (Methods). Because the 1-component rule follows

approximately the reward gradient, the associations can be learned separately within

each context (Fig. 8A). However, because in the second context similar patterns are

associated with different outputs, the associations learned in the first context are over-

written. The larger the overlap (α), the stronger the interference. When retesting

the associations of the first context after learning in the second context, performance

decayed roughly to a third of the original one (Fig. 8A and B, orange).
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Figure 7: Classifying similar input patterns in different contexts fails with a 1-
component plasticity model but succeeds with a 2-component model. (A) Input
patterns have to be classified according to different criteria (e.g. color or letters), depending
on the context. Patterns presented in one context may look similar (encoded by ε) and
have strong overlaps across contexts (encoded by α). When being sequentially exposed to
the contexts, learning in the second context interferes with the memory acquired in the first
context. (B) Model network to solve the classification task using reward-based learning.
The synapses from the input to the output layer are plastic (dots at line endings). Lateral
inhibition in the output layer (only shown for first output neuron) enforces a winner-take-
all mechanism according to which a first spike of a neuron in the output layer suppresses
the possible spikes in the other output neurons right at the axonal initial segment. The
winner defines an action, and a global reward signal (R = 1) is fed back to the network if
the action is the desired one (otherwise R = 0). (C1) In the 1-component rule, long-term
potentiation (LTP) induced in a first context c1 may be undone by long-term depression
(LTD) in the second context c2, leading to forgetting of the previous weight change. (C2)
The weight change ∆w depends on the presynaptic activity x, the postsynaptic voltage V,
a possible postsynaptic spike, and the reward signal R. (D1) In the 2-component rule, an
early LTP that pushes the fast weight component wf across a threshold θw can become
consolidated in the slow weight component ws upon a later strong postsynaptic activation
(crossing a voltage threshold θV , late LTP). This slow component is protected against LTD
in the second context. (D2) Dependencies of the weight changes for the 2-component rule
(cf. Eqs 3.3 and 3.4).
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The forgetting of the previous associations can be prevented if the fast weight

changes are selectively consolidated in the slow component. The informative weight

changes are identified when the two conditions for the consolidation are satisfied, a

large absolute value of the fast component (|wf | > θw) and a large low-pass filtered

voltage (V̄ > θV ). These are the filter criteria for saving the passive decay of the fast

component (−λwwf ) into the non-decaying slow component (Eq. 3.4). Because the

non-informative weight changes decay without consolidation, they do not contribute to

erroneous activation of the postsynaptic neurons, and this prevents the interference-

induced forgetting (Fig. 8A and B, blue).

Another benefit of the selective consolidation is that it filters out imbalanced plastic-

ity inductions originating in the randomness of the pattern presentations and the noisy

inputs. As a consequence, the slow components are less noisy than the fast components.

During the delayed test period, when the fast components decayed back to baseline,

we therefore obtain a better recall performance than immediately after the learning

(Fig. 8A, black arrow). Hence, a break after learning improves the performance due to

synaptic consolidation (that includes the decay of the last, stochastically triggered fast

components), reminiscent to memory consolidation during sleep (Stickgold, 2005).

To investigate how learning depends on the pattern dissimilarity ε and context over-

lap α we repeated the experiment for many values ε ∈ [0, 1] and α ∈ [0, 1] and measured

the average recall performance over all four input patterns during the test period (Fig.

8C). With the 1-component rule, already a small overlap between the patterns in the

two contexts (α > 0.2) erased the associations learned with the first context when

the second context was presented. In contrast, with the 2-component rule, the per-

formance for the first context stayed at the original level also after exposure to the

second context, even when the overlap is maximal (α = 1), assuming that the patterns

are dissimilar enough within a single context (ε > 0.4). For more similar patterns,

both learning rules show a performance decline. Extending the learning experiment by

more contexts with new but similar associations supports our previous results: with

1-component rule the network gradually forgets old memories when learning new ones,

but with the 2-component rule no forgetting is observed (Fig. 8D).

Competition-agnostic synapses allow for high learning rates

Stochastic gradient rules have the intrinsic problem that the learning rate (η, effectively

being a plasticity scaling factor) should be very small to estimate the gradient of the
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expected reward. Learning can therefore not be accelerated by arbitrarily increasing

the plasticity factor. In practice, increasing the plasticity factor for one pattern leads

to overwriting of previously acquired weight changes induced by other patterns. Not

all gradient rules are equally sensitive to this scaling problem. A learning rule that for

small η would follow the reward gradient in a WTA network, is particularly vulnerable

to a large increase of the plasticity factor. With a large η the voltage response in the

output layer becomes close to an all-or-none structure, and this reduces the difference

between the voltage and the stochastically generated WTA spike structure. Since it

is this difference that drives plasticity, learning quickly saturates for the presented

pattern, and so does it also for the similar other patterns.

As a remedy to the saturation problem for high plasticity factors, the difference

term can be enhanced by suppressing the competition term in the voltage accessible

to the synapses, without introducing a deteriorating sign change in the plasticity rule.

Even though the output spike pattern is established based on the lateral competition,

the learning rule ignores this and calculates the difference to the target as the somatic

voltage would have been produced only by the feedforward input without lateral inhi-

bition. This leads to a competition-agnostic learning rule that teaches the feedforward

afferents to reach the target by them alone – it is a ‘learn to do it yourself’ signal (Fig.

9).

On the implementation level the separation of the lateral inhibition from the forward

drive is achieved by deferring the WTA-mechanism with the lateral inhibition to the

axon initial segment. The synapses will then predict the spike activity based on the un-

perturbed local dendritic voltage alone. In fact, because soma and dendrites represent

a deep current sink viewed from the axon initial segment, the dendritic voltage is only

barely influenced by the voltage in the axonal segment. Yet, the spikes generated there

backpropagate to the dendrites where they can be read out by the synapses to identify

the output spike rate (ϕWTA
i , see Eq. 3.3 and Fig. S1 and Suppl. Mat.). Inhibition of

the axon initial segment that shunts the spike trigger mechanism has been found at

various types of neurons (Somogyi et al., 1983; Douglas and Martin, 1990).

Consolidation by selecting informative learning events

High plasticity factors lead to fast learning, but in general also to fast forgetting by

overwriting synaptic weights relevant for previous memories (Fusi et al., 2005). To keep

the relevant information in the synaptic weight structure, our rule selects informative
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events for writing over the quickly decaying fast weight components (−λwwf ) into the

non-decaying components ws. This is done by two criteria, one on the strength of the

fast weight components themselves, and one on the average postsynaptic voltage (Fig.

10).

To motivate the first selection criterion, we note that changes of the fast component,

summed across the pattern presentations in time, wfij(t) =
∑

t′<t ∆wfij(t
′), yield a

more robust gradient estimate than individual updates ∆wfij themselves. One idea to

improve the estimate is therefore to consider the fast weight components as samples of

the gradient, and update the slow component not by ∆wfij but by the potentially better

gradient estimates wfij . These summed estimates are only better if they occurred often

enough in the same direction, and this can be expressed by the criterion ‖wfij‖ ≥ θw.

This justifies the criterion for the slow weight update (cf. Eq. 3.4)

∆wsij ∝ w
f
ij Θ(‖wfij‖ − θw) . (3.5)

To motivate the second selection criterion we consider the penalty term in the utility

function that punishes strong voltage deflections on |Vi|, see Eq. 3.1. At the level

of the gradient this leads to the forgetting term in the weight update of the form,

∆wfi ∝ ...− sign(Vi)x, where wfi is the weight vector targeting the postsynaptic neuron

i. It subtracts away common components in the inputs x from wfi until, on average, this

term vanishes, i.e. 〈sign(Vi)〉 ≈ 0, where 〈.〉 denotes the average over a long sequence

of pattern presentations. As a consequence, wfi becomes roughly orthogonal to the

average input pattern, wfi 〈x〉 ≈ 0 , making the voltage V f
i = wfi x informative about

pattern differences (Fig. 10B).

Imposing a voltage threshold for the transcription into the slow component selects

the appropriate neuron for which synapses are consolidated. Applying the thresh-

old condition on the temporal mean instead of the instantaneous voltage, favors the

consolidation of associations that are encountered in the temporal vicinity of strong

and lasting depolarizations. This becomes important when contexts are switched and

patterns that were similar in the previous context now cause a strong but erroneous

depolarizations that should not be consolidated (Fig. 10C, black dots). Fortunately,

due to the fast learning in wf , an incorrect strong depolarization will only arise a few

times in a row, and by imposing the threshold onto a consistently high depolarization,

only the correctly activated neurons become selected. This justifies the voltage-based
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Figure 10: Selecting informative events for consolidation. (A) Only large enough
fast weight components (the ‘tagged’ ones) are eligible for consolidation. (A1) The first

100 weight changes ∆wf
i induced by presenting patterns from class x̄(1) and x̄(2), for the

two output neurons i = 1 (green) and i = 3 (black) and the presynaptic neurons j =
1, 2; see also Fig. 7A, B. (A2) The weight changes are summed up, and if a component

exceeds the threshold |wf
ij | ≥ θw (i.e. if outside the corresponding red shaded stripe),

it will be transcribed into the slow component. (A3) The slow weight changes induced

by the suprathreshold fast components, ∆ws
ij = λww

f
ij if |wf

ij | ≥ θw (Inset: zoom-in).
(A4) Summing up the slow weight changes ∆ws

i yields an improved gradient estimate ws
i

as compared to wf
i , see A2. (B) The voltage penalty minimizes weight overlaps. (B1)

The first two input classes x̄(1) and x̄(2) (projected to the first two dimensions) have a
large overlap, as expressed by the large mean vector 〈x̄〉 = 1

n

∑n
i=1 x̄

(i) leading to the

decomposition x̄(i) = 〈x̄〉 + ∆x̄(i) (shown for i = 1). (B2) Without voltage penalty term

in the energy function (λV = 0), the weight vectors wf
i inherit some overlap from the

input patterns. (B3) By penalizing systematic voltage deflections in one direction (λV >
0), the weight vectors become roughly orthogonal to the mean pattern and instead align
with the deviations form the mean, ∆x̄(i). (C) Only events with strong enough mean
depolarization (producing ‘plasticity related proteins’) are informative about the context
and eligible for consolidation. (C1) The low-pass filtered voltage of neuron 1 (V̄1, black)
exceeds the consolidation threshold (red) during context 1 as it should respond to input
class 1, but it remains sub-threshold (red shaded region) during context 2 and hence the
new context does not touch the previously consolidated weights of neuron 1. This would be
different if the condition for consolidation were imposed on the non-averaged voltage (V1,
black dots), or if the voltage were driven by the slow weight component alone (V̄ s

1 , blue).
Yet, because neuron 1 is never the correct winner, the fast component quickly learns that
neuron 1 should be inactive in context 2 (averaged voltage induced by this fast component,

V f
1 , green, is negative) and its consolidation is prevented. (C2) Same as in C1 but for

neuron 3 that undergoes weight consolidation only in context 2.
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consolidation criterion,

∆wsij ∝ w
f
ij Θ(V̄i − θV ) . (3.6)

Synaptic tagging, capture and consolidation

We next interpret the consolidation mechanisms in terms of biological quantities aris-

ing in the synaptic tagging & capture framework (Frey and Morris, 1997; Redondo

and Morris, 2011). We postulate that whenever the absolute value of the fast weight

component crosses a threshold, |wf | ≥ θw, a synaptic tag in that synapse is set that

remains active as long as |wf | is above threshold. Next, if the low-pass filtered post-

synaptic voltage is above a threshold, V̄i ≥ θV , the translation of plasticity-related

proteins (PRPs) is triggered that move up the dendritic tree. A synapse with an active

tag captures PRPs and a fraction of the fast weight component wf is transcribed into

the slow component (Fig. 11A).

Based on this interpretation, we can reproduce results from synaptic tagging experi-

ments in vivo, where electrodes were placed bilaterally in CA3 to stimulate independent

synaptic inputs targeting a common population of postsynaptic neurons in CA1 (Fig.

11B, Shires et al. (2012)). A strong tetanus protocol applied on pathway 1 (such that

the postsynaptic voltage V̄ crosses threshold and strong postsynaptic firing is elicited,

Methods) directly consolidates the early LTP in the that same pathway, provided the

synaptic tag was activated (i.e. |wf1 | ≥ θw, Fig. 11C, top). If pathway 2 is stimulated

weakly (such that V̄ does not cross θV , but postsynaptic spikes still triggered) the in-

duced early LTP decays back to baseline again (Fig. 11C, middle). However, if within

30 minutes after (or before) the weak stimulation the second pathway is strongly stim-

ulated such that now V̄ ≥ θV (and PRPs are expressed), also the first pathway gets

consolidated, provided there the tag is activated by the previous (or following) weak

stimulation (Fig. 11C, bottom).

The synaptic tagging and consolidation experiments are astonishingly symmetric

with respect to LTP and LTD (Sajikumar and Frey (2003, 2004), see Fig. 12). This

may be caused by the fact that in all experiments plasticity was induced by presynap-

tic stimulations of excitatory afferents, although for LTD the overall stimulation was

weaker. Whether LTP or LTD is induced may depend on the elicited postsynaptic spike

rate. In our model, the sign of the plasticity induction depends on whether the somatic

spiking activity is higher or lower than the dendritic prediction (yielding a positive or

negative sign in the error term (ϕWTA
i −ϕi) entering in the update ∆wfij , see Eq. 3.3).
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Figure 11: Model accounts for synaptic tagging in vivo. (A1) Early LTP in the
fast weight component wf , e.g. elicited by weak or strong tetanus, sets a local synaptic
tag if wf crosses a threshold, |wf | ≥ θw. Strong and lasting postsynaptic depolarization
triggers the synthesis of plasticity-related proteins (PRPs), V̄ ≥ θV . When a tag captures
available PRPs (red & orange symbols), the fast weight component is consolidated in the
slow component ws (late LTP, Eq. 3.4). (A2) When no PRPs are available, the early
LTP decays without consolidation (Eq. 3.3). (B) Experimental setup from Shires et al.
(2012). Two afferent pathways projecting to a common CA1 pyramidal neuron (modeled
with synaptic strengths w1 and w2) are stimulated by a strong tetanus (3 red flashes, such
that V̄ crosses threshold) and weak tetanus (1 purple flash, without θV crossing but still
triggering postsynaptic spikes). (C) Top: Strong tetanization of one pathway only results
in long-lasting changes in the data and the model. Middle: For weak tetanization of a
single pathway, the synaptic strength (that is the sum of the fast and slow component)
decays back to baseline. Bottom: If the weak tetanization of pathway 2 (purple) is followed
by a strong tetanization of pathway 1 thirty minutes later (red), the decay of the synaptic
strengths in pathway 2 is stopped. (D) Evolution of the separately shown fast and slow
weight components of the strongly (solid, w1) and weakly (dashed, w2) stimulated pathways.
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To describe the unsupervised character of the experiments, the reward prediction error

(R − R̄) was set to a constant value (= 1). To reproduce the additional experimental

data we assumed that, for simplicity, no postsynaptic spike activity was triggered dur-

ing the LTD stimulations (in contrast to the LTP stimulations), while both the strong

LTD and LTP stimulations generated a local low-pass filtered dendritic voltage that

was suprathreshold (in contrast to weak LTD and LTP – weak LTP stimulations may

trigger more global depolarization that still causes postsynaptic spiking).

Figure 12 summarizes the various experiments that were reproduced by our plasticity

model of Eqs. 3.3 and 3.4. These experiments also include the so-called cross-tagging

according to which a strong LTP protocol consolidates weakly induced LTD, and a

strong LTD protocol consolidates a weakly induced LTP, be the strong protocol applied

before or after the weak induction (Fig. 12C, D).

Fast learning deteriorates pattern discriminability when mixing easy and
difficult tasks

So far we have shown how fast learning in different contexts with similar inputs is

possible while reducing context interference. However, fast learning comes with a price.

If in a given context classification tasks of unequal difficulties are mixed, learning

slows down. This is indeed a well known phenomenon in psychophysics, called roving

(Tartaglia et al., 2009b; Parkosadze et al., 2008) or interleaved learning (Flesch et al.,

2018).

To exemplify these phenomena, we consider a perceptual bisection task with two

different stimulus types characterized by offsets (ε) from the middle line chosen around

larger (easy) or smaller (difficult) means (ε̄1 > ε̄2, Fig. 13A). After each stimulus

presentation, participants have to tell in which direction they perceived the offset. To

model this task we set up a network with 100 input neurons and two output neurons

(Fig 13B) with an all-to-all connectivity from input to output neurons. The firing rates

of either the first or second half of the input neurons are sampled around the mean

1 + ε̄d, while the other half is sampled around 1− ε̄d with d=1 or 2. The mean offset ε̄1
or ε̄2 codes for the easy and difficult stimulus type, respectively. If the first half of the

input neurons fire on average with a higher firing rate, the first output neuron needs

to be activated to get reward (R = 1), if the second half of the neurons fire on average

more, the second output neuron needs to be activated. If incorrectly classified, reward

is omitted (R = 0).
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Figure 12: The model also accounts for LTD tagging and cross-tagging. For the
corresponding experimental data see below. (A) Strong (solid) and weak (dashed) LTP
stimulation applied in separate ’experiments’ causes a strong lasting and a weaker decaying
weight change, respectively (shown is w = wf + ws). (B) Same as in A, but for LTD
protocols. (C) Strong stimulation applied 30 minutes before weak stimulation on different
pathways rescues the weight decay after weakly induced early LTP and LTD. (D) Same as
in C, but for the strong stimulation applied 30 minutes after the weak plasticity induction.
Insets summarize the stimulation protocols that have also been applied in the experiments.
A: Frey and Morris (1997), B: Sajikumar and Frey (2003), C1: Frey and Morris (1997),
C2-C4: Sajikumar and Frey (2004), D1: Frey and Morris (1998), D2-D4: Sajikumar and
Frey (2004)
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If the easy stimuli are presented in a first block, followed by the difficult stimuli in

a second block, learning is possible for both the 1- and 2-component rules (Fig. 13C,

similar results for reversed block order, not shown). The same learning rates were used

as the ones optimized for the context learning task (cf. Fig. 7). If the easy and difficult

stimuli are presented randomly interleaved, the 2-component rule performs less well,

unlike the 1-component rule (Fig. 13D), analogously to human behaviour (Parkosadze

et al., 2008; Clarke et al., 2014). The performance decrease with roving (mixing) occurs

because weight changes, in response to an easy stimulus, point further away from the

optimal weight due to the larger variance of presynaptic rates around the mean for

these easy stimuli. When presented in a block, the large deviations are corrected

during the learning of the difficult stimuli that themselves show lower variance (inset

of Fig. 13C). If the easy and difficult stimuli are mixed, however, the large variances

remain throughout learning and prevent a convergence towards the optimal weight

(inset of Fig. 13D). Weight updates also become smaller during learning because the

modulating reward prediction error typically becomes small (〈R − R̄〉 ≈ 0 as R = 1

most of the time). Learning in the roving condition with the 1-component rule is

better because the learning rate optimized for the previously studied context learning

is smaller, paying out for roving, but also leading to catastrophic forgetting.

Interferences between stimulus types diminish when the two stimulus types become

more similar in difficulty. Since reinforcement learning follows the principle of explo-

ration and exploitation, a certain level of exploration in the weight space, for instance

caused by mixing of different stimulus types, may be beneficial. This is in fact what

occurs when the difficulties for the two stimulus types become similar and they are ran-

domly mixed to boost stochastic weight fluctuations (Fig. 13E, star). Consequently, the

high variance weight updates from the easier stimuli, that would hinder discrimination

for the difficult stimuli, now rather improve the performance in the roving scenario for

the 2-component rule as compared to block learning (Fig. 13F, blue).

Discussion

We demonstrated that catastrophic forgetting in continual learning tasks can be pre-

vented by using two synaptic weight components, a fast and a slow one. The dynamics

of the fast component are derived from a stochastic gradient procedure on a reward-

based utility function. The utility incorporates the expected reward and a sparsity

constraint on both, the postsynaptic voltage and the fast component. Since the change
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Figure 13: 2-component rule accounts for roving. (A) In a bisection task participants
have to decide whether the midline is offset to the top or bottom (left). In the model (right),
either the first (1-50, blue) or second (51-100, red) half of the sensory neurons have a higher
firing rates. Two stimulus types are considered, an easy one with a large midline offset (ε̄1,
right top) and a difficult one with a small offset (ε̄2, right bottom). (B) The model network
has 100 sensory neurons and two action neurons (coding for the up- or down shift from the
midline) that mutually inhibit each other with their ‘first spike’. If the first (second) half
of the input neurons have a higher mean firing rate, the first (second) output neuron has
to be active to get global reward R = 1, otherwise R = 0. (C) If the easy and difficult
stimulus types are learned block-wise (N trials per block), both the 1- and 2-component
rules learn the task. Performance is shown only for the difficult stimulus type. Inset:
Example of a 2-component weight trajectory. During the first block of easy stimuli (light
blue) the weight jumps strongly around the optimal weight (red), and converges during the
block with the difficult stimuli (dark blue, N = 7). (D) Easy and difficult bisection stimuli
are presented in random order (roving). Compared to block learning, performance for the
difficult stimulus type improves more strongly than with the 1-component rule and drops
with the 2-component rule, in accordance with the psychophysical experiments. Inset: The
large fluctuations caused by weight updates in response to the more varying easy stimuli
(light blue) cannot be corrected by the interleaved difficult stimuli (dark blue) and the
fluctuations around the optimal weight (red) remain larger as compared to the block-wise
learning in C. (E) Performance change for roving compared to block-learning, for any pair
of task difficulties (ε̄1, ε̄2), using the 2-component rule. (F) If the difficulty of both types
is increased while becoming more similar, both the 1- and 2-component rules predict that
roved learning outperforms block learning.
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of the fast component follows the utility gradient, this weight component maximizes

the expected reward under the constraint of small weight modifications and small volt-

age deflections. The sparsity constraint on the voltage implies an orthogonalization of

the pattern representation, and the sparsity constraint on the weight implies a passive

decay of the fast component. Both the orthogonalization and the decay help to reduce

interference when new associations for similar stimuli have to be learned. To not for-

get the old associations, part of the decaying fast weight component is consolidated

in a slow weight component. An additional selection process on the strength of the

fast weight component and the amplitude of the voltage deflections insures that only

the ‘informative’ events are memorized. This selection process nonlinearly amplifies

the two sparsity constraints on the weight and the voltage: only when the fast weight

component exceeds a threshold, and only when the averaged postsynaptic voltage is

simultaneously above a voltage threshold, the fast component is consolidated.

We show that the 2-component gradient rule, unlike 1-component rule(s), prevents

catastrophic forgetting across subsequent contexts in which classification tasks with

similar input patterns but different outputs have to be learned. Intriguingly, after a

pause (of roughly an hour biological time) the test performance of the model network

is even better than before the pause. This is explained by the decay of the fast com-

ponent that leads to a forgetting of the sample-specific noise, while the class-relevant

information is consolidated akin to the consolidation and the semantization of mem-

ory during sleep (Stickgold, 2005). We also show that the consolidation criteria on the

strong weight component and the large voltage deflection can be interpreted in terms of

synaptic tagging and capture (Frey and Morris, 1997; Redondo and Morris, 2011). The

synaptic tag & capture hypothesis posits that a weak synaptic stimulation that triggers

a tag during the induction of early LTP/LTD – in our model the threshold-crossing by

potentiating/depressing the fast component – is captured by a strong stimulation within

some minutes before or after – in our model the threshold-crossing of the low-pass fil-

tered postsynaptic voltage causing consolidation. Notably, our model implicates that

reward and consolidation arise also from weak LTP to strong LTD and from weak LTD

to strong LTP, just in the same way as in the real experiments dopamine is implicated

and cross-tagging between potentiation and depression is observed.

The strategy of consolidating only large weight components associated with high

voltages leads to an overweighting of strong stimuli. A similar overweighting of large

magnitudes is also observed when humans solve a categorical decision task under limited

cognitive resources , e.g., induced by time constraints (Spitzer et al., 2017). In eco-
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nomics, the selective integration that discards low-value options is known as economic

irrationality (Tsetsos et al., 2016), reminiscent of discarding low-activity events when

learning associations across time. In a similar way as economic irrationality remains op-

timal under constraints, our learning rule remains hill-climbing on the utility function

in the competition-agnostic version that discards winner-take-all information among

the output neurons. Upon reward, the competition-agnostic rule considers the postsy-

naptic activity as a target, irrespectively of how the activity is produced, and by this

virtue prevents an early saturation of learning even for very high learning rates. Turn-

ing reinforcement learning into a target-based learning appears as a trick to speed up

learning. The ultra-fast learning rate for the competition-agnostic learning rule is only

possible with the 2-components that enable the selective decay of the ‘non-informative’

weight changes while consolidating the ‘informative’ ones.

Fast learning with selective consolidation comes with a price. Fast learning is en-

abled by a transient synaptic memory buffer that has an intrinsic time constant. Its

downside is exposed when intermixing tasks of unequal difficulties that fill up the buffer

with unspecific information. Randomly mixing easy and difficult stimuli (‘roving’) in

a classification task hampers learning with the 2-component rule, but not with the

rate-optimized 1-component rule. A similar phenomenon is observed in perceptual dis-

crimination tasks when bisection stimuli of unequal difficulties are randomly intermixed

(Otto et al., 2006; Parkosadze et al., 2008; Clarke et al., 2014). In our model perfor-

mance degrades because the easy stimuli simultaneously trigger suprathreshold weight

changes and suprathreshold voltages that are then prematurely consolidated, even when

these changes are not accurate enough to correctly classify the difficult stimuli. A previ-

ous model was explaining the roving phenomenon by an imprecise critic in the context

of reinforcement learning (Herzog et al., 2012). When mixing tasks of different difficul-

ties, the critic induces a synaptic drift towards either LTD for the difficult and LTP for

the easy task, or vice verse. In our model, learning is hampered not due to a systematic

drift, but due to the early consolidation of erratic weight changes triggered by the easy

task.

The model we presented can be seen as one of many attempts to fight catastrophic

forgetting during continual learning with sophisticated synaptic consolidation mecha-

nisms. The synaptic cascade model (Fusi et al., 2005; Benna and Fusi, 2016; Kaplanis

et al., 2018) postulates hidden states that, different from our model, do not contribute

to the effective synaptic strength. Others, more globally defined learning rules have

been suggested that keep synaptic parameter changes small if the same parameters were
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previously engaged in a performance increase (Kirkpatrick et al., 2017; Zenke et al.,

2017). A yet more global criterion for learning rate adaptation has been suggested

that prevents catastrophic interference using conceptors that seek to orthogonalize the

pattern representation in different contexts (He and Jaeger, 2018).

Our gradient-based 2-component plasticity model yields a synaptic explanation of

well-known learning strategies. (1) Context switches should not be faster than the decay

time of early LTP/LTD (some ten minutes) to prevent interferences induced by the not-

yet-decayed fast weight components. (2) A learning break without stimulus exposures

helps to semanticize memories through forgetting of non-systematic, random stimuli

that did neither trigger suprathreshold fast component changes nor suprathreshold

neuronal activities. (3) Mixing tasks of unequal difficulties may block the learning of

the difficult task by premature weight consolidations triggered during the easy task.

On the synaptic level we predict that consolidation thresholds are dynamically adapted

to the statistics of the fast weight- and postsynaptic voltage-distributions, preventing

catastrophic forgetting in a volatile environment, and endowing individual synapses in

deep networks with a local consolidation mechanism.

Methods

Throughout the paper a single-layer network with an all-to-all connectivity between

input and output layer is used. Each postsynaptic neuron receives from each presynap-

tic neuron input xj(t) through synapses with weight wij(t). The postsynaptic voltage

Vi(t) can elicit a spike which mediated by strong lateral inhibition suppresses all other

postsynaptic neurons from spiking upon onset of a new input. The probability that a

spike is observed in neuron k is given by the normalized Poisson firing rate,

Pw(k|x) =
ϕ(Vk)∑
i ϕ(Vi)

, Vi(t) =
∑
j

wij(t)xj(t) , (3.7)

where ϕ denotes the logistic function, ϕ(x) = ϕmax(1+exp(−(x−a)/β))−1. The strong

lateral inhibition generates a WTA dynamics. As a result one gets for each presented

input pattern an output vector of the form yk(t) = (0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0) where 1 is at

position k. The environment is evaluating the output and issues a global binary reward

signal R to the network. For each input class there is exactly one output which results

in R = 1, all other responses give R = 0.
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The competition-incorporated rule is gradient ascent

Using the 2-component rule, each synaptic weight consists of two components, a fast

component wfij(t) and a slow component wsij(t). The total synaptic weight wij(t) is the

sum of the fast and the slow component, wij(t) = wfij(t) + wsij(t).

The update of the fast component, Eq. 3.3, is derived from the gradient ascent rule

of the utility function in Eq. 3.1. The expected reward is given by

〈R〉 =
∑
l

∑
k

P (xl)Pw(k|xl)Rxl,k ,

where the sums run over all input pattern indices l and potential winning units k. Rxl,k
denotes the value of reward given for input-response pair (xl, k). The gradient of 〈R〉
with respect to wij can be calculated by using the log trick,

∂〈R〉
∂wij

=
∑
l

∑
k

P (xl)Pw(k|xl)Rxl,k
∂

∂wij
logPw(k|xl) .

The derivative term can be computed with Pw(k|xl) from Eq. 3.7 as

∂

∂wij
logPw(k|xl) =

(
δik −

ϕ(Vi)∑
i ϕ(Vi)

)
ϕ′(Vi)

ϕ(Vi)
xlj ,

where k being the winning unit and the Kronecker delta δij is 1 if i = k and 0 otherwise.

To minimize the variance of the reward estimate we center the effective reward around

its approximate mean R̄,

∂〈R〉
∂wij

=
∑
l

∑
k

P (xl)Pw(k|xl)(Rxl,k − R̄)

(
δik −

ϕ(Vi)∑
i ϕ(Vi)

)
ϕ′(Vi)

ϕ(Vi)
xlj . (3.8)

The terms involving R̄ do not originate from the derivative but since they add to

0 they can be added for convenience. If (xl, k)-pairs are sampled with probability

P (xl)Pw(k|xl), the learning rule based on gradient ascent of U is given by

∆wfij ∼ (R− R̄)

(
δik −

ϕ(Vi)∑
i ϕ(Vi)

)
ϕ′(Vi)

ϕ(Vi)
xlj − λV sign(Vi)x

l
j − λww

f
ij .

We next assume that the neuronal transfer function ϕ(Vi) saturates for large ar-
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guments at ϕmax. By setting ϕWTA
i = δikϕmax (i.e. ϕWTA

i = ϕmax if i is the winner,

i=k, and ϕWTA
i = 0 for i 6=k), ηi = ηϕ′i/(ϕiϕmax) for some global learning rate η, and

Z =
∑

i ϕi/ϕmax, we end up with the learning rule

∆wfij = ηi(R− R̄)

(
ϕWTA
i − ϕ(Vi)

Z

)
xlj − λV sign(Vi)x

l
j − λww

f
ij . (3.9)

Time-averaged quantities as R̄ and V̄i are calculated according to

R̄(t) =
∑t

t′=0R(t′)e−(t−t
′)/τR , and analogously for V̄i . We set τR = τV = 10 trials,

with a trial duration of 30 s. The results do not qualitatively change when choosing half

or twice as large time constants. The fast and slow weight components are updated

every 30 s biological time (including the ‘breaks’ when R = 0 and x = 0 by definition).

The competition-agnostic rule is hill-climbing

The reward-based component of the competition-agnostic learning rule,

∆wca
ij = ηi (R− R̄)

(
ϕWTA
i − ϕi

)
xj , (3.10)

is stochastic hill-climbing on the expected reward 〈R〉. This is because the reward-based

component of the competition-incorporated learning rule

∆wci
ij = ηi (R− R̄)

(
ϕWTA
i − ϕi

Z

)
xj

according to Eq. 3.8 is stochastic gradient ascent on 〈R〉, and the two updates are

always within 90◦, ∆wca ∆wci > 0. The latter scalar product is positive because for

both rules the winner is the same, and sign
(
ϕWTA
i − ϕi

)
= sign

(
ϕWTA
i − ϕi

Z

)
for all i.

Hence, the averaged update vectors are still within 90◦, while the averaged competition-

incorporated update points in the direction of the reward gradient, 〈∆wci〉 ∝ ∂〈R〉
∂w .

Adding the two vectors ∆wca and ∆wci to the same penalty gradient {−λV sign(Vi)x
l
j−

λww
f
ij}ij does only decrease the angle. We conclude that the competition-agnostic rule

is hill-climbing on the utility function U .

One-component rule

For comparison, all simulations were repeated with a 1-component rule that consisted

of the fast component w = wf only (Eq. 3.3), but with λw = 0 and hence ws =
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0. Parameters of the 1-component rule were optimized independently from the 2-

component rule.

Associative task

In the associative task, we consider input classes x̄l with each class requiring its desired

output defined by the exclusive activity of a specific output neuron. Input patterns,

which are defined as noisy samples xl around x̄l, are presented each after the other.

The goal is to change the synaptic weights such that for each input class the desired

output is obtained. For a pattern of the class l the instantaneous Poisson firing rate of

the presynaptic neuron j is

xlj =


1 + ξ if j = l

1− ε+ ξ if j = l+1 for l odd, and j = l−1 for l even

α+ ξ else .

where ξ is independent Gaussian noise with zero mean. Two input classes form together

a context. Contexts are learned in succession without repetition. Within a context, the

input patterns of the two classes are presented repeatedly and in random order. The

number of presynaptic neurons in the network corresponds to the number of classes,

the number of postsynaptic neurons is fixed at 10. Reward is given if for input pattern

xl output neuron l is exclusively active (R = 1). Otherwise the reward signal is omitted

(R = 0). After learning a context, a phase with a null input but unchanged dynamics

was on. Performance of learning is evaluated during a test period at the end of the task

in which all input patterns are presented again though now without synaptic plasticity.

Performance is measured by the percentage of correct trials during the test period.

Parameters were set to η = 1, λw = 0.012, λV = 0.45, θw = 2, θV = 2.

Tagging experiments

In tagging experiments a network with five presynaptic neurons and one postsynaptic

neuron was used. Only one of the presynaptic neurons was stimulated at a time.

Simulation were run with four stimulation protocols: strong LTP, weak LTP, strong

LTD and weak LTD. Stimulation strength was regulated by the input duration. Strong

LTP and LTD lasted 15 minutes biological time and weak LTP and LTD lasted 5

minutes biological time. The stimulation amplitude was kept fixed for all four protocols.
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For LTP stimulations the teacher term ϕWTA in Eq. 3.3 was constantly set to ϕmax

whereas it was set to 0 for LTD stimulations. In all tagging experiments, R − R̄ was

set to 1. If two protocols were paired, the second stimulation set in 30 minutes after

the first stimulation on a second presynaptic neuron.

In experiments, late-LTP was induced in vivo by a strong tetanization consisted of

three trains of 50 pulses at 250 Hz, with a 5-min intertrain interval; weaker induction

of LTP was investigated by a weak tetanus consisting of 1 train of 50 pulses at 100Hz

(Shires et al., 2012). For LTD, see Sajikumar and Frey (2003): Late-LTD was induced

using a low-frequency stimulus protocol (LFS) of 900 small bursts (one burst consisted

of three stimuli at 20 Hz, interburst interval 1 s, i.e. f=1 Hz, stimulus duration 0.2 ms

per half-wave, a total of 2700 stimuli). This stimulation pattern produced a stable long-

term depression in vitro for at least 8 h. In experiments in which a weaker induction

of LTD was investigated, a transient early-LTD was induced using LFS consisting of

900 pulses (1 Hz, impulse duration 0.2 ms per half-wave, a total of 900 stimuli).

Roving

To explore the phenomenon of roving a bisection task with two stimulus types were

used, an easy and a difficult type. The bisection task consisted of two input patterns

which needed to be discriminated. The stimulus types only differed in the difficulty to

discriminate these input patterns. For each input pattern, half of the population had

mean Poisson firing rate of 1 + ε̄, the other half of 1 − ε̄, where ε̄ is a stimulus type

specific parameter. Each input was modulated by an additive Gaussian noise ξ,

x1j =

{
1 + ε̄+ ξj j = 1...50

1− ε̄+ ξj j = 51...100

x2j =

{
1− ε̄+ ξj j = 1...50

1 + ε̄+ ξj j = 51...100 .

The network consisted of 100 presynaptic neurons and two postsynaptic neurons rep-

resenting the two possible actions in the experiment of pressing left or right. Reward

was given if neuron 1 was activated and the first half of the input population had a

higher activity or if neuron 2 was activated and the second half of the population had

a higher activity. Two learning scenarios were considered: block learning and roving.

In the block learning scenario, easy input patterns were first trained followed by the
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training of the difficult patterns. During roving, patterns of the easy and difficult type

were alternated presented in random order. The total number of pattern presentations

was for both learning scenarios equal. In the test period, which followed a phase with

null inputs, the percentage of correct trials using patterns of the difficult type was

evaluated.

Simulation details

Simulations were run on the HPC cluster of the University of Bern. For the associative

tasks (Fig. 8), all parameters were separately optimized for the 1- and 2-component

rule with a multivariate bisection method. The objective function was the sum of the

expected reward after 200 simulation runs. Each optimization run was performed with

new random values of α and ε and a random number of contexts between two an six.

Keeping parameters fixed, simulations were done for combinations with α ∈ [0, 1] and

ε ∈ [0, 1] using step size 0.01. The percentages of correct trials are average values over

200 simulations.

For the tagging experiments (Fig. 11 and 12), parameters were adapted to best fit

the in vivo results by Shires et al. (2012) reproduced in Figure 11. For additional

protocols and pairings shown in Figure 12 the parameters were kept unchanged.

In the roving scenario (Fig. 13), the same parameter were used as for the associative

task. In panels 13C-E each point represents a separate simulation set. Shown values

are averages over 200 simulations.
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Supplementary Material

Competition-incorporated plasticity quickly saturates

To formally capture the described problem of large plasticity factors we consider the

exact gradient of the expected reward that includes a global normalization Z (Methods),

d〈R̄〉
dwfij

∝
〈
ηi (R− R̄)

(
ϕWTA
i − ϕi

Z

)
xj

〉
, with Z =

∑
i

ϕi/ϕmax (3.11)

for ϕi = ϕ(Vi). As compared to the approximate stochastic gradient (Eq. 3.3), the

normalization by Z appears. This normalization makes the ratio ϕi/Z identical to

ϕmax times the probability that neuron i is the winner (with k being the index of the

winner neuron and ϕWTA
i = ϕmax for i=k and 0 else). If for a synaptic update a sample

of the right-hand side of Eq. 3.11 is used with a high plasticity factor, ∆wfij = ηi (R−
R̄)
(
ϕWTA
i − ϕi/Z

)
xj , the winner probability quickly becomes all-or-none, ϕi/Z ≈

ϕWTA
i , and learning will saturate. Leaving out the normalization by Z, however, keeps

∆wij away from 0, without changing the sign of ∆wij . Overall, this yields a plasticity

rule (Eq. 3.3) that allows for speeding up the learning by increasing ηi. On average,

the update still stays within 90◦ of the true gradient as the synaptic bias does not

invert the sign of the weight change, and thus the competition-agnostic rule remains

hill-ascending on the utility function (Methods, Fig. S1).
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A1

B1

A2

B2

competition-incorporated plasticity competition-agnostic plasticity

Figure S1: Competition-agnostic plasticity create non-vanishing learning sig-
nals. (A1, B1) Learning stalls for high η since the error in the competition-incorporated
rule, ∆ = ϕWTA

i − ϕ(Vi)/Z, mostly vanishes. This arises because for fast learning the
output quickly converges to a one-hot representation, such that ϕ(Vi)/Z gets close to 1 (for
i= k) or 0 (for i 6= k), as this is by construction the case for ϕWTA

i . (A2, B2) This is dif-
ferent for the error term ϕWTA

i −ϕ(Vi) of the competition-agnostic rule where ϕ(Vi) is not
normalized (A2, oval), leading to non-vanishing errors ∆ (B2 left, oval). Although the error
term ∆ is now transiently unbalanced, the product (R− R̄)(ϕWTA

i −ϕ(Vi)) across synapses
becomes balanced again (B2 right, two circles) because (R − R̄) is balanced, preventing
a deteriorating weight drift. In fact, the competition-agnostic rule remains hill-climbing
(Methods).
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CHAPTER 4

Discussion

The larger the island of knowledge, the longer the shoreline of mystery.

— Unknown author

The main results of our research were discussed in our publication (Chapter 3). In

this chapter, we want to briefly recap the key findings and provide further insights. We

discuss how our model compares with other related ones and provide ideas on how to

improve the learning rule in future work.

4.1 Key findings

Our novel computational model shows that describing synaptic plasticity with two

weight components, a fast and a slow one, diminishes the stability-plasticity dilemma

and solves the problem of catastrophic forgetting in continual learning tasks.

We postulate that the fast component is the dominant part during learning. Its main

driving force is the goal to maximize reward. A fast component which is considered to

be important is consolidated into the slow component and is stored there for a longer

time, whereas unimportant fast components decay back to baseline. The learning rule

is reward-based, is derived from optimal learning and does not contain any hidden

variables.

65
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The model describes fast transients during early LTP and most of the tagging &

capture data that have been addressed by phenomenological models. As a price for

fighting catastrophic forgetting the model shows slowdowns in learning during stimulus

mixing (roving) experiments similar as observed with humans.

4.2 Further insights

4.2.1 Catastrophic forgetting

Our learning rule prevents catastrophic forgetting in continual learning since the fast

component can be altered temporarily without influencing the slow component. Gen-

erally, after a context switch, neurons which were active in the previous context will

still be active at first in the new context if input patterns in both contexts overlap.

This causes many non-rewarded trials and thus synaptic suppression. The bigger the

overlap of input patterns across contexts, the stronger this effect. With a classical

1-component rule, this results in losing memories of the previous context. With the

2-component rule, on the other hand, only the fast components are suppressed, keeping

the memory of the previous context still present in the slow components. To avoid that

the fast components overwrites the slow components, only fast components informative

about the input pattern should be selected for consolidation. This can be achieved by

imposing two consolidating criteria. The first one is a threshold on the absolute value

of the fast component Θ(|wfij |−θw). It ensures that a weight update has to occur often

enough in the same direction before consolidation is triggered. The second criterion is

a threshold on the low-pass filtered postsynaptic voltage Θ(V̄i− θV ). It selects neurons

for consolidation which are relevant for the current context. Using the low-pass filtered

voltage V̄ instead the voltage V itself improves this selection, because also irrelevant

neurons sometimes reach a high voltage due to neuronal noise.

4.2.2 Small pattern distinctions

Within a context, input patterns can be very similar which causes an additional chal-

lenge besides the problem of catastrophic forgetting. While catastrophic forgetting can

not be solved by extending the learning time, separation of very similar patterns can

be gradually improved by increasing the number of trials.

For a fixed number of trials, separation of similar patterns is achieved by punishing

strong voltage deflections. The term (−λV sign(Vi)xj) in the learning rule of the fast
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component (Equation 3.3) removes common components of the input pattern, thus en-

suring that deviations from the mean input pattern are learned instead of the input

patterns themselves. If components are identical within and across contexts, the pun-

ishment term also helps to avoid catastrophic forgetting because context overlaps get

reduced.

4.2.3 Fast learning

To model fast transient LTP/LTD as observed in experiments, weights need to change

strongly in a short time. As a consequence, the standard approach of stochastic gradient

descent learning fails because the gradient can not be sampled often enough in a short

time to get a precise estimate. To enable fast learning anyway, we use two mechanisms

which are helpful not only in continual learning tasks but also if tasks are learned in

an isolated way.

First and foremost, the consolidation process ensures that the total weight changes

are a good estimate of the gradient despite using a high learning rate for the fast

component. The original changes of the fast component ∆wfij are a rough estimate of

the gradient. However, since we consider online learning, i.e. the weights are updated

after each pattern presentation, ∆wfij can strongly deviate from the gradient. A better

estimate is the fast component itself, which is formed by summing up all past changes,

wfij(t) =
∑

t′<t ∆wfij(t
′). Due to the high learning rate, this is still an imprecise estimate

of the gradient. To improve the estimate, we consider the fast component at different

time steps as samples of the gradient, and update the slow component not by ∆wfij but

by the better gradient estimates wfij . By doing so, the weight updates become a precise

estimate of the gradient. This mechanism in similar to batch learning in machine

learning. In batch learning, weight contribution of each pattern are stored in a hidden

variable. Only after a set of patterns are presented, the value of the hidden variable

is used to update the weight. The hidden variable corresponds to the fast component

in our model, but, differently from batch learning, the fast component influences the

total weight.

The second mechanism to enable fast learning is to make the synapses agnostic

to competition. If the learning rule is derived by calculating the derivative of the

utility function, learning happens based on the difference between the target activity

ϕWTA
i imposed by the winner-take-all dynamics and the neuronal activity normalized

across the whole output layer, ϕ(Vi)/
∑

i ϕ(Vi). This leads to fast saturation which
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is problematic in particular if input patterns are similar and thus target activity and

normalized neuron activity will remain similar over a longer time. Hence, the term

(ϕWTA
i − ϕ(Vi)/

∑
i ϕ(Vi)) stays small and weight changes are extinguished even for

wrong outputs. In contrast, if the normalization is ignored, each synapse adapts their

weight independently of the activity of other neurons and thus saturation does not

occur prematurely. While this is a small modification of the gradient approach, we

found out that this strongly helps to speed up learning.

4.3 Biological relevance

The model provides insights to learning and memory in neural substrates and, de-

spite its simple formulation, several aspects of the model can be related to biological

processes.

4.3.1 Protein dependent and independent processes

Synaptic weight changes are influenced by many different processes evolving at different

speeds (Frey et al., 2009). The underlying biochemical processes can be assigned to

two classes corresponding to the two components in the model. The fast component

can be associated with the phosphorylation of glutamate-receptor-gated ion channels

while the slow component represents protein synthesis dependent processes.

Differentiation between protein synthesis independent and dependent processes is

well known from the synaptic tagging & capture hypothesis (Frey and Morris, 1997;

Redondo and Morris, 2011). The hypothesis claims that consolidation is only trig-

gered if plasticity related proteins and a local synaptic tag are simultaneously present.

Without triggering consolidation, early LTP decays back to baseline. Plasticity re-

lated proteins need to be synthesized which requires strong neural activity (Redondo

and Morris, 2011), implied in our model by the threshold Θ(V̄i − θV ). The use of the

low-pass filtered postsynaptic voltage relates to the observations that plasticity related

proteins have a lifetime of a few ten minutes (Shires et al., 2012). The biological basis

of tag-setting is unclear. We modeled it with the threshold Θ(|wfij | − θw) which is in

accordance with all considered experiments.
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4.3.2 Memory consolidation during breaks

Several studies show that sleep improves consolidation of newly acquired memories

(Stickgold, 2005; Diekelmann and Born, 2010). In some experiments, test subjects

performed a task better if they slept between learning and testing than staying awake

(Fenn et al., 2003; Rasch et al., 2007). One hypothesis, among several ones, proposes

sleep consolidation happens due to synaptic homeostasis. (Tononi and Cirelli, 2006;

Daniel et al., 2011). In brief, net synaptic strength is increased during wakefulness and

downscaled during sleep. Molecular and electrophysiological evidences for synaptic

homeostasis were found in rodents (Vyazovskiy et al., 2008). The dynamics imposed

by the 2-component rule match with this hypothesis. During learning, the fast weight

components contribute to a net increase of the synaptic strengths while during a break,

i.e. a phase of no input stimuli, the fast weight components decay and thus the synaptic

strength is downscaled. Intriguingly, the downscaling in the network improves task

performance because sample-specific noise in the fast components is removed.

4.3.3 Roving

Since the 2-component rule is optimized for learning when contexts change slowly,

it causes subprime results when they change fast. This corresponds to observations

made in psychophysical experiments with humans. In these experiments it was shown

that learning to discriminate bisection stimuli is slowed down under roving conditions

(‘mixing’) compared to block-wise learning (Otto et al., 2006; Parkosadze et al., 2008;

Clarke et al., 2014). However, most learning rules, even the most simplest one, are able

to learn the bisection task under roving conditions as the task is linearly separable.

We found a possible explanation for the learning impairment which is related to the

high learning rate for the fast component. While the high learning rate is beneficial

when contexts are changed on the same time scale as early LTP decays, it hinders

learning if contexts or tasks are switched more quickly. A confirmation of our theory

with experimental data is difficult as there are no experiments that measured synaptic

weights while learning under roving conditions.

4.4 Comparison with other models

In section 1.8, models dealing with the same questions as the 2-component rule were

presented. Here, a selection of these models gets compared with the 2-component rule.
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All discussed models which tackle the problem of catastrophic forgetting postulate

internal ‘hidden’ variables, i.e. variables which do not contribute to the synaptic weight.

In Fusi et al. (2005) and Benna and Fusi (2016) the hidden variables are cascades of

states associated with each synapse. In Kirkpatrick et al. (2017), Zenke et al. (2017)

and Aljundi et al. (2018) the importance weights associated with each synaptic weight

are hidden variables. In contrast, all variables in the 2-component rule are ‘visible’ and

can thus directly be observed.

Additionally, these models and the 2-component rule differ in the assumptions about

the environment. The cascade models (Fusi et al., 2005; Benna and Fusi, 2016) are

based on the hypothesis that forgetting can never be completely prevented but an

optimal decay rate can be found. They consider uncorrelated inputs where forgetting

happens due to capacity restrictions. While in our model capacity restrictions are not

taken into account, we consider a task where catastrophic forgetting occurs due to the

interference of similar inputs requiring the activation of different outputs. The goal of

the 2-component rule is to have no forgetting at all for weights informative about the

context and complete forgetting for non-informative weights, a distinction which can

not be made if only uncorrelated inputs are considered.

Kirkpatrick et al. (2017), Zenke et al. (2017) and Aljundi et al. (2018) claim that

an optimal weight configuration for a new task can always be found in the region of a

previously established configuration. They try to avoid strong weight changes to not

disturb the already established one. If many tasks are learned in sequence, plasticity is

however more and more reduced. In our model strong weight changes are implemented

on purpose to find a new weight configuration fast, though the strong changes are only

transiently stored in the fast component.

The roving phenomenon was previously described by Herzog et al. (2012). They

claim that humans cannot estimate the correct reward during learning of a bisection

task with different difficulties. This results in a bias term which causes a synaptic drift

and hinders learning. While a bias term also exists in our model, it can not explain

the learning impairments for us. The 1-component version of our model has the same

bias term as the 2-component rule, but learning is impaired only with the 2-component

rule.

One observation made in roving experiments is neither explained by Herzog et al.

(2012) nor by the 2-component rule: Clarke et al. (2014) could show that roving does
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not only slow down learning but the learning performance even drops below a previously

achieved level.

4.5 Model predictions

The model was designed to reach maximal performance in continual learning tasks.

Using the optimized learning rule, several predictions about synaptic consolidation can

be made.

1. Protein synthesis depends on the post-synaptic somatic voltage.

Several studies confirmed that proteins are synthesized centrally in the soma

(Frey and Morris, 1997). Other findings indicate that the synthesis may occur

also in dendrites and that for the establishment of late LTP both dendritic and

somatic protein synthesis is required (Casadio et al., 1999; Bradshaw et al., 2003)

The proof that protein synthesis depends on the post-synaptic somatic voltage

is however missing. An adaption of the model to dendritic voltage or activity is

straightforward.

2. A local synaptic tag is set if the synaptic weight is strong during the early phase

of LTP.

Experiments verified that a minimal stimulus strength is necessary to set a tag

and to prevent the decay of early LTP (Frey and Morris, 1997). Open, however,

is the question whether a tag is set if a strong stimulus is applied but the synaptic

weight stays small, e.g. due to a negative reward prediction error.

3. Consolidation does not require dopamine. However, dopamine is necessary for

protein synthesis independent plasticity.

In experiments it was observed that dopamine enhances memory consolidation

(Bernabeu et al., 1997; Schott et al., 2005). In our model, dopamine as a reward

signal is only implicitly necessary for consolidation; only due to reward the fast

component can cross the threshold Θ(|wfij | − θw). The subsequent processes in

the model do not rely on a reward signal. This is in contradiction to the study

of Huang and Kandel (1995) where strong weights are artificially induced and

dopamine receptor agonists are required to observe long-lasting changes. In newer

studies done in vivo, however, it was shown that despite dopamine inhibition

consolidation can occur (Shires et al., 2012).
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Concerning learning in general, the 2-component rule predicts that a strong stimulus

is necessary to enable robust learning. This stimulus can either be the task stimulus

or a secondary stimulus applied to the same neuron during the same time window.

Important, it is however, that one of the stimuli activates protein synthesis. Memories

induced by weak stimuli can be learned but they decay on the timescale of a few

hours. As pointed out by Redondo and Morris (2011), this might be an explanation for

‘flashbulb memories’. While in general we forget unimportant events, we can remember

them if they happen around the time of an significant life event.

Moreover, the model predicts recall improvements during breaks. In the absence of

external stimuli, the fast component decays back to baseline. Since the slow component

has a small update rate and is not explicitly driven by external stimuli, it provides a

more accurate knowledge about the task after learning than the sum of both compo-

nents.

4.6 Future work & model improvements

The 2-component learning rule is derived from higher order principles with little as-

sumptions about the underlying biochemical processes and thus is easily expandable

and implementable in other frameworks.

4.6.1 Towards more biological plausibility

The model contains two simplifications which are biologically implausible:

• synaptic weight changes are based on firing rates,

• synaptic weights can switch sign, thus violating Dale’s principle according to

which neurons are either excitatory or inhibitory.

These two simplifications strongly keep the model easy and understandable. However,

if the goal is to create a unified theory of the nervous system, these two points need to

be addressed by formulating the learning rule in terms of spikes instead of rates and

by restricting weights to one sign. A spiking version of the model would additionally

allow to run faster and more energy-efficient simulations on dedicated hardware.

More biological plausibility could also be achieved by implementing more than two

weight components in the model. In the limit, one could even have for each processes

underlying synaptic plasticity an own weight component. Such a model could reveal
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new computational advantages but it would go along with a loss in generality and

simplicity.

4.6.2 New directions

Reinforcement learning is a popular framework due to its high biological plausibility.

However, especially in machine learning other frameworks are often considered. In fu-

ture work, the consequences of the 2-component rule in supervised and unsupervised

learning could be investigated. Like reinforcement learning, these frameworks suffer

from catastrophic forgetting and we expect, with small modifications on the fast com-

ponent, that the 2-component rule can also be applied to these frameworks. The slow

component was not conceived for reinforcement learning in particular and can thus

directly be applied to other frameworks.

For applications in machine learning, continual learning becomes more and more

important. The steady growth of data makes it necessary that tasks are split up into

smaller parts and are learned each after the other. Hence, a solution for catastrophic

forgetting must be found. With this perspective, having an implementation of our 2-

component rule in deep neural networks is desirable. Depending on the task, different

consolidation threshold might be necessary. An extension of our rule could implement

adaptive thresholds which react to the mean input strength such that the consolidation

rate stays constant.

A dependency of the thresholds on the mean reward could avoid unnecessary consoli-

dation events. This is a relevant aspect if energy costs in biology are taken into account.

Not only do synaptic changes consume energy but also maintaining the strength of a

synapse costs energy Harris et al. (2012).

Future work should investigate catastrophic forgetting resulting from capacity limi-

tations. So far we focused on catastrophic forgetting caused by highly correlated tasks

learned in sequence. If tasks are uncorrelated but the number of synapses is limited,

it is necessary to find an efficient encoding of information. The selective consolidation

proposed by our model could be used as a possible starting point.
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